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The primary focus is on Constant Amplitude Zero Autocorrelation sequences,
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

The primary object of study in this thesis is the constant amplitude zero auto-

correlation (CAZAC) property. The study of this property originates in radar and

communication theory. The constant amplitude part of the proeprty ensures the

ability to transmit signals at peak power constantly, while the zero autocorrelation

part of the property ensures that returning radar signals do not interfere with out-

going signals. Classic radar theory considers sequences with these two properties

for signals where they encode information into the phase of the outgoing signal [1].

It is also used in 4G LTE technology [2], and more recently, in the development of

5G wireless communication technology [3, 4].

In addition to its uses in radar and communcation theory, the CAZAC prop-

erty leads to fascinating mathematical problems and ideas. In particular, CAZAC

sequences are connected to cyclic N -roots and circulant Hadamard matrices. Cyclic

N -roots are algebraic varieties, giving CAZAC sequences have a surprising connec-

tion to algebraic geometry. Chapter 2 examines these connections, expands upon

them, and gives a detailed exposition of the theory of CAZAC sequences.

Another way of viewing the zero autocorrelation property is that it implies that
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all translations of the sequence are orthogonal to the original sequence. One might

hope that this property extends if we look at both time and frequency shifts. To

take it one step further, this leads to the idea that these sequences might be suitable

for constructing Gabor frames. Gabor frames are representation of vectors in terms

of a base vector and time-frequency shifts of the base vector. This motivates the

material of Chapter 3, where we examine when it is viable to obtain Gabor frames

from CAZAC sequences.

The theory surrounding the CAZAC property, both in engineering and in

mathematics, only concerns itself with finite sequences. In particular, these settings

only allow for discrete interpretations of the CAZAC property. However, radar

signals are continuous waves. It is natural then to consider extending the CAZAC

property to continuous domains such as T � R{2π or R. However, there are a lot

of technical problems with this approach. For a start, the usual inner product on

functions requires the functions be in L2pRq but any constant amplitude function

on R will not be in L2pRq. Alternatives include distribution theory and Wiener’s

generalized harmonic analysis [5]. This is the subject of Chapter 4.

In the final chapter, Chapter 5 we diverge from the theme of the CAZAC

property and look at the single pixel camera system. Standard color cameras for

consumer have a visible light sensor corresponding to each individual pixel that a

camera image will have. In the modern era of megapixel cameras, this corresponds

to millions of small sensors crammed into camera devices. For general visible light

images, this is viable in large part due to the ability to manufacture chips that can

contain millions of sensors for a small cost. However, for other light spectra sensors
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used in research, the sensors can become prohibitively expensive. To get around this,

the idea is to use a pixel mask that lets light through some pixels but not others.

Iterating this process enough times (but less times than the number of pixels) allows

for reconstruction of the image with only a single sensor. This is made possible by

compressed sensing. We only briefly outline the direction of this research in this

thesis, as this work is currently still ongoing. Some modern applications of this

single pixel camera framework include tomography [6] and imaging in the terahertz

frequency range [7].
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1.2 Outline and Original Contributions

This section simultaneously serves as an outline and a highlight of the original

contributions contained in this body of work. Furthermore, we expand on how the

ideas contained in the previous section will be covered in detail in each section within

the chapters. The rest of the first chapter serves as a brief review of Fourier analysis

as well as a way to establish notation and convention to be used throughout in the

later chapters.

Chapter 2 is dedicated to a thorough exposition on Constant Amplitude Zero

Autocorrelation (CAZAC) sequences. While this chapter is largely a presentation of

the previously known results on CAZAC sequences, some original work is contained

within as well. The bulk of this chapter is contained in a joint book chapter with

Katherine Cordwell and John Benedetto [8]. The Section 2.1 contains the bulk

of introductory theory for CAZAC sequences as well as the deep mathematical

problems relating to it. Other refrences include [9,10]. The main original work here

is collecting and organizing the known results on CAZACs into a single exposition

as well as adding a few minor details to proofs.

Section 2.2 has three pieces which are original contributions, all of which are

focused on generating CAZAC sequences comprised of roots of unity. The first

contribution is a method which generates all CAZAC sequences of length 3 by pa-

rameterizing Hadamard matrices and solving systems of equations to enforce the

circulant condition. This contribution is made from one of the other authors in [8],

Katherine Cordwell. The second contribution again focuses on length 3 CAZAC
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sequences, but is a second approach which solves for all cyclic 3-roots. This com-

putation is both elementary and easily performed, but worthwhile for giving insight

into the link between cyclic N -roots and CAZAC sequences. The final contribution

is a more general and is a way to analyze roots of unity CAZAC sequences of any

prime length p. This approach examines the orbits of CAZAC sequences under the

group action generated by the CAZAC sequence equivalency generated in [10]. A

complete description of the equilvalency classes under the 5-operation equivalence

from [10] is given.

Section 2.3 is purely expositional, and focuses on CAZAC sequences which are

not generated by roots of unity. The main focuses are the general class of CAZAC

sequences generated by Göran Björck and specific examples in the length 7 case

which are due to Uffe Haagerup. The final section of Chapter 2, Section 2.4, is

an exposition of Haagerup’s proof that the number of CAZAC sequences of prime

length which begin with 1 is finite.

Chapter 3 is original work submitted to the Sampling Theory in Signal and

Image Processing Journal [11]. In Section 3.1, we give a brief exposition on frame

theory and Gabor frame theory in order to set up the necessary tools to prove the

main theorem, Theorem 3.2.7. Section 3.2 deals with general finite Gabor frames

and presents a necessary and sufficient condition for determining if a finite Gabor

frame is tight. Section 3.3 applies Theorem 3.2.7 from Section 3.2 to Gabor frames

generated by CAZAC sequences. The major contribution in Section 3.3 is a col-

lection of detailed examples which illustrate Theorem 3.2.7. All of these examples

are important for giving insight into the suitability of CAZAC sequences for the
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construction of tight Gabor frames. We shall see that some CAZACs are suitable

for the generation of tight Gabor frames while others are very poor for generating

tight Gabor frames. Finally, Section 3.4 presents a novel alternate approach to de-

termining if a finite Gabor frames are tight. This approach examines the structure

of the Gram matrix generated by a CAZAC sequence Gabor frame and uses that

structure to prove tightness.

Chapter 4 is also original work which focuses on generalizing the CAZAC

property. In Section 4.1, we give a brief motivation and justification for the study

of generalized CAZAC property. Section 4.2 relates the discrete periodic ambiguity

function to the ambiguity function on the torus. We also give an explicit example

of computing the ambiguity function on the torus using discrete approximations of

an L2pTq function. Section 4.3is focused on distribution theory as a way to extend

the CAZAC property to the real line. In this section, we give a brief introduction to

the theory of tempered distributions but one of many places to find a more detailed

exposition is [12]. The major result here, Theorem 4.3.9, is easy to prove from

basic distribution theory but gives a simple and natural analogue of the theorem in

the discrete case where a sequence ϕ P CN is CAZAC if and only if pϕ P CN is also

CAZAC. Section 4.4 is focused on Wiener’s generalized harmonic analysis as another

way to extend the CAZAC property to sequences on the real line. This section opens

up with an exposition of Wiener’s generalized harmonic analysis and is one of the

building blocks to spectral synthesis [13]. We explore possible formulations of both

mean constant amplitude and zero mean autocorrelation.

Chapter 5 is a mixture of exposition and collaborative work alongside Alfredo
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Nava-Tudela and John Benedetto, as well as David Bowen from the University of

Maryland Labratory for Physical Sciences. All of it is a work still in progress and

this chapter serves as a highlight of our current agenda. Section 5.1 is a short

introduction and explanation of the single pixel camera setup. Section 5.2 is a

quick overview of the basic theory of compressed sensing, the bulk of which is taken

from the exposition of Bruckstein, Donoho, and Elad [14]. It also explains how the

compressed sensing theory can be used in the single pixel camera setup. Finally,

Section 5.3 highlights possible applications of compressed sensing theory to the

topics of super-resolution and de-mosaicing.
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1.3 Fourier Analysis

The purpose of this section is to simultaneously give a quick referesher of the

basics of Fourier analysis and to establish the related conventions that will be used

throughout. Again, there are numerous fantastic references for Fourier analysis, but

the bulk of this brief exposition is taken from [12]. First, we will write R for the

real line when we talk about the time domain, and pR for the real line when we talk

about the Fourier (frequency) domain. The reasoning for this is when dealing with

Fourier analysis for a locally compact Abelian group, G, the Fourier domain consists

of characters from the dual group of G, typically denoted Γ. In the case of G � R,

the character group can be identified with the real line itself, that is Γ � R. We

thus choose the notation pR to emphasize this relation and choose the hat notation to

match the Fourier transform notation. We begin by defining the Fourier transform.

Definition 1.3.1. Let f P L1pRq. We define the Fourier transform, pf : pRÑ C as

pfpγq � »
R
fptqe�2πitγ dt. (1.3.1)

We denote the space of all functions which are the Fourier transform of some

function in L1pRq as AppRq. That is,

AppRq � t pf : f P L1pRqu. (1.3.2)

Definition 1.3.2. The inversion formula is given by the inverse Fourier transform

and is computed by

fptq �
»
pR
pfpγqe2πitγ dγ. (1.3.3)
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Although a complete general characterization of AppRq is still not known, there

are a few things one can say about AppRq. In fact, AppRq � C0ppRq. Continuity

comes easily from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, and the decay at

infinity is the result of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. We now define the operators

of translation, modulation, and dilation, and describe how they interact with the

Fourier transform.

Definition 1.3.3.

(a) The translation operator, τx, is given by

τxfptq � fpt� xq. (1.3.4)

(b) The modulation operator, eω, is given by

eωfptq � e2πiωtfptq. (1.3.5)

(c) The dilation operator, dλ, (λ � 0) is given by

dλfptq � λfpλptqq. (1.3.6)

Theorem 1.3.4. Let f P L1pRq, and let F : L1pRq Ñ AppRq denote the Fourier

transform operator. Then,

(a) Fpτxfq � e�x pf ,

(b) Fpeωfq � τω pf ,

(c) Fpdλfq � |λ|d1{λ pf .
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Another important formula of Fourier transforms is known as the exchange

formula, which states the following,

Proposition 1.3.5. Let f, g P L1pRq, and let F : L1pRq Ñ AppRq be the Fourier

transform operator. Then,

Fpf � gq � pfpg. (1.3.7)

Last, we briefly cover the Fourier theory of L2pRq. This setting is important for

practical considerations as L2pRq can be seen as the space of signal which have finite

energy. Moreover, the following theorem shows that the L2pRq Fourier transform

has several useful properties. The proof only uses basic Lebesuge integral theory,

but is long and involved and is omitted here.

Theorem 1.3.6 (Plancherel). There is a unique linear bijection F : L2pRq Ñ L2ppRq
with the properties:

(a) @f P L2pRq, }f}2 � }Ff}2,

(b) @f P L1pRq X L2pRq, pf � Ff ,

(c) @f P L2pRq, there exists tfnu8n�1 such that

lim
nÑ8

}fn � f}2 � 0 and lim
nÑ8

} pfn � Ff}2 � 0. (1.3.8)

From Theorem 1.3.6, we derive one more formula using the inner products of

the spaces L2pRq and L2ppRq.
Theorem 1.3.7 (Parseval). Let f, g P L2pRq, and pf, pg P L2pRq be their L2pRq

Fourier transforms. Then,

xf, gy � x pf, pgy. (1.3.9)
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Chapter 2: CAZAC: Constant Amplitude Zero Autocorrelation

2.1 CAZAC Sequences

This chapter is dedicated to an exposition on CAZAC sequences. Much of

this chapter is based on [8], but also includes some work from [11] and concludes

with the fascinating unpublished theorem of Uffe Haagerup [15] which proves that

the number of finite CAZAC sequences which begin with 1 is finite. To begin the

exposition, we define the discrete Fourier transform to establish convention.

Definition 2.1.1. Let ϕ P CN .

(a) The discrete Fourier transform of ϕ, pϕ P CN , is defined by

pϕr`s � 1?
N

N�1̧

k�0

ϕrkse�2πik`{N . (2.1.1)

(b) The inverse discrete Fourier transform is defined by

ϕrks � 1?
N

N�1̧

`�0

pϕr`se2πik`{N (2.1.2)

Definition 2.1.2. A sequence ϕ P CN is called a constant amplitude zero autocor-

relation (CAZAC) sequence if it satisfies the two properties:

|ϕrks| � 1, @k P pZ{NZq. (CA)
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and
N�1̧

k�0

ϕrk �msϕrks � 0, @m P pZ{NZqzt0u (ZAC)

An equivalent definition of CAZAC sequences are sequences where both ϕ

and pϕ satisfy (CA). As such, CAZAC sequences are sometimes refered to biuni-

modular sequences. threfcazacprop highlights this property along with other facts

about CAZAC sequences and its relation to the Fourier transform. Before proving

Proposition 2.1.5, we list a few examples of known CAZAC seqeuences.

Definition 2.1.3. Let ϕ P CN be of the form

ϕrks � eπiprks{N , (2.1.3)

where prks is a polynomial. We define the Chu, P4, and Wiener sequences with,

• Chu: prks � kpk � 1q if N is odd.

• P4: prks � kpk �Nq for any N .

• Wiener (odd length): prks � sk2, if N is odd and gcdps,Nq � 1.

• Wiener (even length): prks � sk2{2, if N is even and gcdps, 2Nq � 1.

It is elementary to verify that all three classes of sequences are indeed CAZAC.

They belong to a class of sequences known as chirp sequences. Chirp sequences are

sequences whose frequency change linearly in time and are also known as quadratic

phase sequences. Additional exposition on chirp sequences can be found in [9].

Definition 2.1.4. Let c P CN be CA, v P CM be CAZAC, and σ be any permutation

of pZ{NZq. Then,

12



(i) The square length Björck-Saffari sequence, ϕ P CN2
, is defined by,

@r P pZ{NZq, h P pZ{NZq, ϕrrN � hs � crhse2πirσphq{N . (2.1.4)

(ii) The Milewski sequence, ϕ P CMN2
is defined by,

@a P pZ{MNZq, b P pZ{NZq, ϕraN � bs � vrase2πiab{MN . (2.1.5)

The square-length Björck-Saffari sequences were defined by Björck and Saffari

as a building block to a more general class of CAZAC sequences whose lengths

are not necessarily a perfect square [16]. The Milewski sequence was first defined

by Milewski in [17] as a way to construct more CAZAC sequences out of already

existing ones.

Proposition 2.1.5. Let ϕ P CN and let c P C be such that |c| � 1. Then,

(i) If ϕ is CA, then pϕ is ZAC.

(ii) If ϕ is CAZAC, then pϕ is also CAZAC.

(iii) If ϕ is CAZAC, then cϕ is also CAZAC.

Proof. Parts (ii) is an immediate consequences of part (i). To prove part (i) we

proceed as follows. Suppose ϕ P CN is CA and let n � 0. Then, using the Parseval

formula for the third equality, we have

N�1̧

k�0

pϕrn� kspϕrks � xτ�npϕ, pϕy � xenϕ, ϕy (2.1.6)

�
N�1̧

k�0

|ϕrks|2e2πikn{N �
N�1̧

k�0

e2πikn{N � 0. (2.1.7)

13



and so pϕ is ZAC.

Next, suppose that ϕ P CNzt0u is ZAC and let m � 0. Then,

0 �
N�1̧

k�0

ϕrm� ksϕrks � xτ�mϕ, ϕy �
N�1̧

k�0

|pϕrks|2 e2πimk{N , (2.1.8)

where the last step follows from the Parseval formula. Let pψ � |pϕ|2, so that by the

inversion theorem, we have

@m P Z{NZ, ψrms � 1

N1{2

N�1̧

k�0

pψrks e2πimk{N . (2.1.9)

Thus, because of (2.1.8), we know that ψrms � 0 for m P Z{NZzt0u, and so

@n P Z{NZ, pψrns � 1

N1{2 ψr0s (2.1.10)

by the definition of the DFT. Hence, by the definition of pψ, pϕ is constant on Z{NZ,

although not necessarily taking the value 1. The converse directions in each case

are proved by replacing ϕ with pϕ.

Property (iii) allows us to say two CAZAC sequences are equivalent if they

are complex rotations of each other. We assume that the representative CAZAC

sequence in each equivalence class is the sequence whose first entry is 1. Given

this, a natural question follows: For each N , how many CAZAC sequences of length

N are there? If N is prime, then there are only finitely many classes [15]. We

present Haagerup’s brilliant proof of this in Section 2.4. On the other hand, if N

is composite and is not square-free, then there are infinitely many classes [16], see

Theorem 2.1.8. This result is due to Björck and Saffari and we present their proof of

it here as well. If N is composite and square-free, it is unknown whether the number

14



Table 2.1: rpNq and rupNq for N � 2, . . . , 9

N 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

rpNq 2 6 8 70 156 924 8 8

rupNq 2 6 8 20 48 532 8 8

of equivalence classes is finite or infinite. Another question is, what other CAZAC

sequences can we construct besides the Chu, P4, etc.? The problem of discovering

other CAZAC sequences can be transformed into two different problems in very

different areas of mathematics. In particular, the problem of discovering CAZAC

sequences is equivalent to two other problems: The first is finding all circulant

Hadamard matrices and the second is finding all cyclic n-roots. We present these

alternate formulations in this section as well.

Theorem 2.1.6. Let c P CN be any constant amplitude sequence of length N ¥ 2,

and let σ be any permutation of pZ{NZq. Define a new sequence, ϕ P CN2
, by the

formula,

@a, b P pZ{NZq, ϕraN � bs � crbse2πiaσpbq{N . (2.1.11)

Then, ϕ is a CAZAC sequence of length N2.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume |cris| � 1 for all i � 0, 1, . . . , N � 1. The

sequence, ϕ, is CA by its definition. We shall prove that ϕ is also ZAC by verifying

that pϕ is CA. Let WN2 � e2πi{N2
. Then,

|pϕrjs| � �����N
2�1¸
k�0

ϕrksW�kj
N2

����� �
�����N�1̧

a�0

N�1̧

b�0

ϕraN � bsW�paN�bqj
N2

����� (2.1.12)
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�
�����N�1̧

a�0

N�1̧

b�0

crbsWNaσpbq
N2 W�aNj

N2 W�bj
N2

����� (2.1.13)

�
�����N�1̧

b�0

crbsW�bj
N2

N�1̧

a�0

W
Naσpbq
N2 W�aNj

N2

����� (2.1.14)

�
�����N�1̧

b�0

crbsW�bj
N2

N�1̧

a�0

W
Npσpbq�jqa
N2

����� . (2.1.15)

Note that the inner sum of (2.1.15) is 0 unless σpbq � jmod N , in which case the

inner sum is N . Thus, we can rewrite (2.1.15), taking j modulo N if necessary, as

|pϕrjs| � �����N�1̧

b�0

crbsW�bj
N2

N�1̧

a�0

W
Npσpbq�jqa
N2

����� � |Ncrσ�1pjqW�σ�1pjqj
N2 | � N. (2.1.16)

Corollary 2.1.7. Given an integer N ¥ 2. There are infinitely many non-equivalent

CAZAC sequences of length N2 whose first term is 1.

The corollary immediately follows from taking any c P CN where cr0s � 1.

The next theorem extends Theorem 2.1.6 to arbitrary sequences whose length is not

square free.

Theorem 2.1.8. Let Q ¥ 2 be an integer, let N2 be the largest square dividing Q,

let σ be any permutation of pZ{NZq, and consider the primitive M-root WM , where

M � Q{N . Let WM � e2πi{M . If c P CN is a constant amplitude sequence of length

N , then define a new sequence, ϕ P CQ, by the formula,

@a P pZ{MZq and @b P pZ{NZq, ϕraN � bs � crbsW aσpbq�Napa�1q{2
M . (2.1.17)

If at least one of N and M � 1 is even, then x is a CAZAC sequence of length Q.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume |cris| � 1 for every i P pZ{NZq. First,

we note that x can be extended to an Q-periodic function on all of Z. Indeed, if we
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let k P Z be written as k � aN � b, then

ϕrQ� ks
ϕrks � ϕrpM � aqN � bs

ϕraN � bs � crbsW pM�aqσpbq�NpM�aqpM�a�1q{2
M

crbsW aσpbq�Napa�1q{2
M

(2.1.18)

� W
Mσpbq
M W

aσpbq
M W

NpM2�2Ma�Mq
M W

Napa�1q{2
M

W
aσpbq
M W

Napa�1q{2
M

(2.1.19)

� W
Mσpbq
M W

NMp2a�pM�1qq{2
M � 1, (2.1.20)

since both terms are an M -th root of unity raised to a power which is an integer

multiple of M .

Using this, we can directly compute the auto-correlation of ϕ at u � rN � s,

where r P pZ{MZq and s P pZ{NZq and at least one of r and s is nonzero, i.e.,

u � 0. Let k � aN � b and θ � t b�s
N

u. Then,

Q�1̧

k�0

ϕrk � usϕrks �
M�1̧

a�0

N�1̧

b�0

ϕrpa� r � θqN � pb� sqsϕraN � bs (2.1.21)

�
M�1̧

a�0

N�1̧

b�0

crb� ssW pa�r�θqσpb�sq�Npa�r�θqpa�r�θ�1q{2
M crbsW�aσpbq�Napa�1q{2

M

(2.1.22)

� Cr

N�1̧

b�0

crb� sscrbsW
Nθp2r�θ�1q

2
�pr�θqσpb�sq

M

M�1̧

a�0

W
apσpb�sq�σpbq�Npr�θqq
M ,

(2.1.23)

where Cr � W
Npr2�rq{2
M . If s � 0, then θ � 0 for every b P pZ{NZq, and we can write

(2.1.23) as

Cr

N�1̧

b�0

|crbs|2W rσpbq
M

M�1̧

a�0

W aNr
M � Cr

M�1̧

a�0

N�1̧

b�0

W
rpσpbq�aNq
M . (2.1.24)

Since σ is a permutation of pZ{NZq, we can make a substitution q � σpbq and
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reorder as necessary to rewrite (2.1.24) as

Cr

M�1̧

a�0

N�1̧

q�0

W
rpaN�qq
M � Cr

Q�1̧

k�0

W rk
M � 0, (2.1.25)

since r � 0 mod N . If s � 0, then in the inner sum of (2.1.23) we observe that

0   |σpb� sq � σpbq|   N , and thus N does not divide pσpb� sq � σpbq �Npr� θqq

for any fixed b. It then follows that M does not divide pσpb� sq � σpbq �Npr� θqq

for any fixed b and the inner sum is 0 for every b. Thus, if s � 0 then (2.1.23) is 0

as well.

Corollary 2.1.9. Given an integer Q ¥ 2, that is not square-free. There are in-

finitely many non-equivalent CAZAC sequences of length Q whose first term is 1.

Proof. Take cr0s � 1. Let N2 be the largest square dividing Q and M � Q{N . If

either N is even or M is odd, then Theorem Theorem 2.1.8 applies immediately

and the sequence given in Theorem Theorem 2.1.8 gives us infinitely many CAZAC

sequences. If N is odd and M is even, then Q has exactly one factor of 2. Thus,

we can write M � 2M 1 with M 1 odd. In Theorem Theorem 2.1.8, replace Q by Q{2

and M with M 1, and let y be the resulting CAZAC sequence of length Q{2. We

can then construct a CAZAC sequence of length Q by taking the Kronecker product

z b y of z � p1, iq P C2 by y P CQ{2, so that

z b y �
�
yr0s, yr1s, . . . , y

�
Q

2
� 1

�
, i yr0s, i yr1s, . . . , i y

�
Q

2
� 1

�

. (2.1.26)

We now proceed to connecting CAZAC sequences to Hadamard matrices and
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cyclic N -roots. In the next section we will explore these connections to generate all

CAZAC sequences of length 3 and 5.

Definition 2.1.10. Let H P CN�N .

(i) H is a Hadamard matrix if for every pi, jq, |Hi,j| � 1 and HH� � NId.

(ii) H is a circulant matrix if for each i, the i-th row is a circular shift of the first

row by i� 1 entries to the right.

One can construct a circulant Hadamard matrix by making the first row a

CAZAC sequence and each row after a shift of the previous row to the right. It is

clear that this construction leads to a circulant matrix, and the ZAC property will

guarantee that HH� � NId. The converse direction also holds true as well. We

prove this with Theorem 2.1.11 below [9].

Theorem 2.1.11. ϕ P CN�N is a CAZAC sequence if and only if the circulant

matrix generated by ϕ is a Hadamard matrix.

Proof. First, we show that if ϕ � pϕ0, � � � , ϕN�1q is the first row of a complex N�N

circulant Hadamard matrix H, then ϕ is a CAZAC sequence, tϕr0s, . . . , ϕrN � 1su,

where each ϕrms � ϕm. Because H is a Hadamard matrix, each entry has norm

1, so ϕ satisfies the CA condition defining CAZAC sequences. Next, because H is
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circulant, H has the form ������������

ϕ0 ϕ1 � � � ϕN�1

ϕ1 ϕ2 � � � ϕ0

. . .

ϕN�1 ϕ0 � � � ϕN�2

������������
.

Now, as noted in Definition 2.1.10, the orthogonality property of Hadamard

matrices implies that HH� � NId. In particular, this means that the inner product

of x with column i of H is zero, where 2 ¤ i ¤ n. Note that column i is of the form

ϕi, ϕi�1, � � � , ϕi�pN�1q where subscripts are taken modulo N . So the ith column is

a rotation of ϕ, and, taken together, columns 2, . . . , N comprise all the nonidentity

rotations of ϕ. So, the inner product of ϕ with any nonidentity rotation of ϕ is 0,

and thus ϕ satisfies the zero auto-correlation property of CAZAC sequences. Hence,

ϕ � tϕr0s, . . . , ϕrN � 1su is a CAZAC sequence.

Conversely, we show that if ϕ � tϕr0s, . . . , ϕrN � 1su is a CAZAC sequence,

then ϕ � pϕr0s, � � � , ϕrN � 1sq is the first row of a complex circulant Hadamard

matrix H � CN , of the form������������

ϕ0 ϕ1 � � � ϕN�1

ϕ1 ϕ2 � � � ϕ0

. . .

ϕN�1 ϕ0 � � � ϕn�2

������������
.

Now, because ϕ is a CAZAC sequence, the absolute value of each ϕi is 1.

Thus, H satisfies the unimodular condition of complex Hadamard matrices.
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Next, choose any row pϕi, ϕi�1, � � � , ϕi�pN�1qq of H, where we consider sub-

scripts mod N . Then, when we take the inner product of pϕi, ϕi�1, � � � , ϕi�pN�1qq

with itself, we obtain ϕiϕi�ϕi�1ϕi�1�� � ��ϕN�1ϕN�1 � 1�1�� � ��1 � N , since the

absolute value of each ϕi is 1. If we take any other row, pϕj, ϕj�1, . . . , ϕj�pN�1qq, of

H, where i � j, then the inner product xpϕi, ϕi�1, . . . , ϕi�pN�1qq, pϕj, ϕj�1, . . . , ϕj�pN�1qqy

is zero because ϕ has zero auto-correlation. This implies that

HH� �

������������

ϕ0 ϕ1 � � � ϕN�1

ϕ1 ϕ2 � � � ϕ0

. . .

ϕN�1 ϕ0 � � � ϕN�2

������������

������������

ϕ0 ϕ1 � � � ϕN�1

ϕ1 ϕ2 � � � ϕ0

. . .

ϕN�1 ϕ0 � � � ϕN�2

������������
� NId,

where Id is the identity matrix. Thus, H satisfies the orthogonality property of

complex Hadamard matrices, and hence H � CN is a complex circulant Hadamard

matrix.

From Theorem 2.1.11 we conclude that there is a one-to-one correspondence

between circulant N �N Hadamard matrices whose diagonal consists of 1s and of

CAZAC sequences of length N whose first entry is 1. Therefore, computing circulant

Hadamard matrices is equivalent to the discovery of CAZAC sequences. There is a

significant amount of research and interest in Hadamard matrices, even outside of

the context of CAZACs. A catalogue of complex Hadamard matrices with relevant

citations can be found online at [18]. Moreover, we can get at another notion of

equivalence between CAZAC sequences by defining them to be equivalent if they

satisfy Hadamard matrix equivalency defined by Definition 2.1.12 below.
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Definition 2.1.12. Let H1, H2 be two Hadamard matrices. As matrices they are

equivalent if they can be transformed one into the other by elementary row and

column operations. In the case of Hadamard matrices, this is the same as saying

that H1 and H2 are equivalent if there exist diagonal unitary matrices D1, D2 and

permutation matrices P1, P2 such that

H2 � D1P1H1P2D2. (2.1.27)

Definition 2.1.13. pz0, z1, � � � , zN�1q P CN is a cyclic N-root if it satisfies the

following system of equations,$''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''%

z0 � z1 � � � � � zN�1 � 0

z0z1 � z1z2 � � � � � zN�1z0 � 0

z0z1z2 � z1z2z3 � � � � � zN�1z0z1 � 0

� � � � � �

z0z1z2 � � � zN�1 � 1

. (2.1.28)

Let ϕ P CN be CAZAC with ϕr0s � 1. Let us emphasize the sequence nature

of ϕ P CN and write ϕrks � ϕk. Then,

pz0, z1, � � � , zN�1q :�
�
ϕ1

ϕ0

,
ϕ2

ϕ1

, � � � , ϕ0

ϕN�1



(2.1.29)

is a cyclic N -root. In fact, there is a one-to-one correspondence between cyclic

N -roots and CAZAC sequences whose first entry is one [15]. Like with circulant

Hadamard matrices, finding cyclic N-roots is equivalent to finding CAZAC sequences

of length N . In particular, using (2.1.29) we can see that we can construct CAZAC
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sequences by the following (recursive) formula:

@k P pZ{NZq, ϕ0 � 1, ϕk � ϕk�1zk�1. (2.1.30)

Cyclic N -roots can be used to show that the number of prime length CAZACs is

finite. This was proved by Haagerup [15], but we provide the part of the proof which

shows the number of cyclic p-roots is finite in Section 2.4. This proof summary can

also be found in [8].

Theorem 2.1.14. For every prime number p, the set of cyclic p-roots in Cp is finite.

Moreover the number of cyclic p-roots counted with multiplicity is equal to�
2p� 2

p� 1



� p2p� 2q!
pp� 1q!2 . (2.1.31)

In particular, the number of complex p�p circulant Hadamard matrices with diagonal

entries equal to 1 is less than or equal to p2p� 2q!{pp� 1q!2.

Another definition of equivalence, that was developed in [10], is the following.

Two CAZAC sequences, ϕ and ψ, on Z{NZ, are defined to be 5-operation equiv-

alent if they can be obtained from one another by means of compositions of the

five operations: rotation, translation, decimation, linear frequency modulation, and

conjugation. These 5-equivalence operations for CAZAC sequences are defined as

follows for all k P Z{NZ:

1. (Rotation) ψrks � cϕrks, for some |c| � 1.

2. (Translation) ψrks � ϕrk �ms, for somem P Z{NZ.

3. (Decimation) ψrks � ϕrmks, for somem P Z{NZ for which gcdpm,Nq � 1.
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4. (Linear Frequency Modulation) ψrks � e2πik`{Nϕrks, for some ` P Z{NZ.

5. (Conjugation) ψrks � ϕrks.

Suppose two CAZAC sequences, x and y, defined on Z{NZ have associated

cyclic N-roots tzku and twku. It is straightforward to verify the following rela-

tions (stated for all k P Z{NZ) between the 5-equivalence operations for CAZAC

sequences, and how they become relations between cyclic N-roots.

1. yrks � cxrks ùñ wk � zk.

2. yrks � xrk �ms ùñ wk � zk�m.

3. yrks � xrmks ùñ wk �
±mk�m

j�mk�1 zj.

4. yrks � W k
Nxrks ùñ wk � WNzk.

5. yrks � xrks ùñ wk � zk.

In particular, the 5-equivalence operations for CAZAC sequences give rise to oper-

ations under which cyclic N-roots are closed.

CAZAC sequences that are equivalent are also 5-operation equivalent. How-

ever, CAZAC sequences that are 5-operation equivalent may not be equivalent.

The numbers in Table 2.1 and in Theorem 2.1.14 refer to the number of equivalent

CAZAC sequences.

In practice, two CAZAC sequences, x and y, are not equivalent if xr0s � yr0s �

1, but xrks � yrks for some k ¡ 0. It is clearly more difficult to check if two CAZAC

sequences are 5-operation equivalent than if they are equivalent. However, we will
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show in 2.2 that the 5-operation equivalence operations, written in the correct order,

form a group action on the space of CAZAC sequences and we can simplify checking

for 5-operation equivalence somewhat.

Additionally, there are questions about how these two notions of equiva-

lence among CAZAC sequences relate to equivalence classes of the corresponding

Hadamard matrices. It is not true that CAZAC sequences from two equivalent

Hadamard matrices will be equivalent in the sense of the 5-equivalence operations.
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2.2 CAZAC Sequences Generated by Roots of Unity

In this section we focus on CAZAC sequences which are generated by roots of

unity. This first result leads to a lower bound for the number of cyclic p-roots which

come from roots of unity.

Proposition 2.2.1. Let p be an odd prime, and let Wp � e2πi{p. If s P t1, � � � , p�1u

and r P t1, � � � , pu, then pW r
p ,W

r�s
p ,W r�2s

p , � � � ,W r�pp�1qs
p q is a cyclic p-root.

Proof. Given any cyclic p-root we can obtain another cyclic p-root by multiplying

by W r
p . In particular, we can assume without loss of generality that r � 0. Fix

s P t0, � � � , p� 1u. The t-th equation (0 ¤ t   p) in the cyclic p-root system can be

written as
p�1̧

k�0

t�1¹
`�0

zk�` � 0 (2.2.1)

so we would like to verify that

p�1̧

k�0

t�1¹
`�0

W spk�`q
p � 0. (2.2.2)

To this end, we compute directly and obtain

p�1̧

k�0

t�1¹
`�0

W spk�`q
p �

p�1̧

k�0

W skt
p

t�1¹
`�0

W s`
p �

p�1̧

k�1

W skt
p W

s
°t�1
`�0 `

p �
p�1̧

k�1

W skt
p W stpt�1q{2

p (2.2.3)

� W stpt�1q{2
p

p�1̧

k�1

W skt
p � 0, (2.2.4)

since W st
p is a primitive p-root of unity. For the last (p-th) equation we want to

show
p�1¹
k�0

W sk
p � 1. (2.2.5)
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To verify this, we once again compute directly, and obtain

p�1¹
k�0

W sk
p � W

s
°p�1
k�0 k

p � W sppp�1q{2
p � espp�1qπi � 1, (2.2.6)

since p is odd. Combining Equations (2.2.2) and (2.2.5) gives us that p1,W s
p , � � � ,W pp�1qs

p q

is a cyclic p-root.

Corollary 2.2.2. The number of cyclic p-roots that are comprised of p-roots of unity

is bounded below by ppp� 1q.

Proof. Each cylcic p-root in Proposition 2.2.1 is comprised of roots of unity. There

are two parameters: s and r. Note that s can take up to p � 1 different values,

and r can take up to p different values. Thus, the number of possible cyclic p-roots

that can be formed by Proposition 2.2.1 is ppp� 1q. This gives us the desired lower

bound.

In particular, as a consequence of Corollary 2.2.2, all 20 cyclic 5-roots with

modulus 1 are generated by Proposition 2.2.1. It is natural to speculate that all

cyclic p-roots are given by Proposition 2.2.1, and that the lower bound ppp � 1q of

Corollary 2.2.2 is the exact number of cyclic p-roots that are comprised of p-roots

of unity.

We first would like to look at the specific case of cyclic 3-roots, which corre-

spond to CAZAC sequences of length 3. In this case we are looking for solutions
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px, y, zq P C3 to the system of equations,$''''''''&''''''''%

x� y � z � 0

xy � yz � zx � 0

xyz � 1.

(2.2.7)

This system is easily solvable in the following way. First, multiply the second equa-

tion in (2.2.7) by z. This yields

xyz � yz2 � xz2 � 0. (2.2.8)

By factoring z in the last two terms on the left hand side and using the third equation

in (2.2.7) we have

1� z2px� yq � 0. (2.2.9)

Rearranging the first equation in (2.2.7) gives us that x� y � �z. Substituting this

into the above, we obtain

1� z3 � 0, (2.2.10)

or, in other words, z must be a 3rd root of unity. Note that the same computations

can also be applied to x and y, and thus x and y must also be 3rd roots of unity.

This leads to the conjecture that the 6 permutations of the 3rd roots of unity

p1, e2πi{3, e4πi{3q indeed generate all 6 CAZAC sequences of length 3. Indeed if you

write the sequence in CN which corresponds to each root of unity, one can observe

that it is indeed either one of the known roots of unity CAZAC sequence (e.g. Chu,

P4, Wiener) or a 5-operation equivalence of one. To illustrate this we compute that

the 6 permutations of the 3rd roots of unity are
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1. p1, e2πi{3, e4πi{3q

2. p1, e4πi{3, e2πi{3q

3. pe2πi{3, 1, e4πi{3q

4. pe2πi{3, e4πi{3, 1q

5. pe4πi{3, 1, e2πi{3q

6. pe4πi{3, e2πi{3, 1q.

Using this, we can construct Table 2.2, listing all 6 CAZACs of length 3, see Figure

2.1.

Table 2.2: Cyclic 3-roots and CAZAC sequences of length 3

Cyclic 3-root CAZAC sequence

p1, e2πi{3, e4πi{3q p1, 1, e2πi{3q

p1, e4πi{3, e2πi{3q p1, 1, e4πi{3q

pe2πi{3, 1, e4πi{3q p1, e2πi{3, e2πi{3q

pe2πi{3, e4πi{3, 1q p1, e2πi{3, 1q

pe4πi{3, 1, e2πi{3q p1, e4πi{3, e4πi{3q

pe4πi{3, e2πi{3, 1q p1, e4πi{3, 1q

In [19], [18], it is stated that all 3 � 3 Hadamard matrices are equivalent to

the Fourier matrix. We shall use this result to compute all CAZAC sequences by

finding their corresponding circulant Hadamard matrix. The website [18] further
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characterizes the set of 3� 3 Hadamard matrices into two types:$''''''&''''''%

��������
eia 0 0

0 eib 0

0 0 eic

�������� �
��������

1 1 1

1 W3 W 2
3

1 W 2
3 W3

�������� �
��������

1 0 0

0 eix 0

0 0 eiy

��������

,//////.//////-
¤

$''''''&''''''%

��������
eia 0 0

0 eib 0

0 0 eic

�������� �
��������

1 1 1

1 W 2
3 W3

1 W3 W 2
3

�������� �
��������

1 0 0

0 eix 0

0 0 eiy

��������

,//////.//////-
,

where a, b, c, x, y P r0, 2πq and W3 � e2πi{3. We shall use these two forms to find all

3� 3 circulant Hadamard matrices.

First, we consider the first form and compute the matrix product:

��������
eia 0 0

0 eib 0

0 0 eic

�������� �
��������

1 1 1

1 W3 W 2
3

1 W 2
3 W3

�������� �
��������

1 0 0

0 eix 0

0 0 eiy

�������� �

��������
eia eipa�xq eipa�yq

eib eipb�x�
2
3
πq eipb�y�

2
3
πq

eic eipc�x�
2
3
πq eipc�y�

2
3
πq

�������� .
(2.2.11)

In order for this matrix to be circulant, the following system of equations must hold

mod 2π:

$''''''''&''''''''%

a � b� x� 2π
3
� c� y � 2π

3

c � a� x � b� y � 4π
3

a� y � b � c� x� 4π
3
.

(2.2.12)

From the first equation in (2.2.12) we have

a � b� x� 2

3
π. (2.2.13)
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Using (2.2.13) in the second equation of (2.2.12), we calculate that

c � a� x �
�
b� x� 2

3
π



� x � b� 2x� 2

3
π. (2.2.14)

From (2.2.13), (2.2.14), and the third equation of (2.2.12) we obtain,

y � c�x� 4

3
π�a �

�
b� 2x� 2

3
π



�x� 4

3
π�
�
b� x� 2

3
π



� 2x� 4

3
π. (2.2.15)

Finally, returning to the first equation of (2.2.12) and using (2.2.14) and (2.2.15),

we have

b � c� y � x �
�
b� 2x� 2

3
π



�
�

2x� 4

3
π



� x � b� 3x� 2π. (2.2.16)

In particular, (2.2.16) implies that 3x � 0 mod 2π, i.e., x is 2
3
π, 0, or �2

3
π. Letting

x � 2
3
π, we obtain as one solution: x � 2

3
π, a � 4

3
π � b, c � b, and y � 2

3
π, where b

is left indeterminate.

As such, we return to (2.2.11) and use this solution to compute��������
eip

4
3
π�bq 0 0

0 eib 0

0 0 eib

���������
��������

1 1 1

1 W3 W 2
3

1 W 2
3 W3

���������
��������

1 0 0

0 e
2
3
πi 0

0 0 e
2
3
πi

�������� � eib

��������
e�

2
3
πi 1 1

1 e�
2
3
πi 1

1 1 e�
2
3
πi

�������� .

The first row of the resulting circulant Hadamard matrix is eibpe�2
3
πi, 1, 1q. We let

b � 2
3
π and choose p1, e 2

3
πi, e

2
3
πiq as the representative for this class of CAZAC

sequences and find our first CAZAC sequence.

As a second solution, we choose x � 0, which gives a � 2
3
π � b, c � 2

3
π � b,
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and y � 4
3
π, where b is again indeterminate. We return to (2.2.11) and compute,��������

eip
2
3
π�bq 0 0

0 eib 0

0 0 eip
2
3
π�bq

�������� �
��������

1 1 1

1 W3 W 2
3

1 W 2
3 W3

�������� �
��������

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 e
4
3
πi

�������� � eib

��������
e

2
3
πi e

2
3
πi 1

1 e
2
3
πi e

2
3
πi

e
2
3
πi 1 e

2
3
πi

�������� .

The first row of this circulant Hadamard matrix is eibpe 2
3
πi, e

2
3
πi, 1q. Letting b � �2

3
π,

we have p1, 1, e 4
3
πiq as our second CAZAC sequence.

The final solution is x � �2
3
π, a � b, c � b � 2

3
π, and y � 0, where b is

indeterminate. Returning to (2.2.11), we take��������
eib 0 0

0 eib 0

0 0 eipb�
2
3
πq

�������� �
��������

1 1 1

1 W3 W 2
3

1 W 2
3 W3

�������� �
��������

1 0 0

0 e�
2
3
πi 0

0 0 1

�������� � eib

��������
1 e�

2
3
πi 1

1 1 e�
2
3
πi

e�
2
3
πi 1 1

�������� .

The first row of this circulant Hadamard matrix is eibp1, e� 2
3
πi, 1q, and so letting

b � 0, we have p1, e 4
3
πi, 1q as our third CAZAC sequence.

Now, we consider the second form of 3 � 3 Hadamard matrices in the union

written at the beginning of this subsection, and take the product,��������
eia 0 0

0 eib 0

0 0 eic

�������� �
��������

1 1 1

1 W 2
3 W3

1 W3 W 2
3

�������� �
��������

1 0 0

0 eix 0

0 0 eiy

�������� �

��������
eia eipa�xq eipa�yq

eib eipb�x�
2
3
πq eipb�y�

2
3
πq

eic eipc�x�
2
3
πq eipc�y�

2
3
πq

�������� .
(2.2.17)

In order for the right hand side matrix to be circulant, the following equations must
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hold mod 2π: $''''''''&''''''''%

a � b� x� 4π
3
� c� y � 4π

3

c � a� x � b� y � 2π
3

a� y � b � c� x� 2π
3
.

(2.2.18)

Using the first equation in (2.2.18) we have

a � b� x� 4

3
π. (2.2.19)

Next, using the second equation in (2.2.18) and as well as (2.2.19), we calculate that

c � a� x �
�
b� x� 4

3
π



� x � b� 2x� 4

3
π. (2.2.20)

We now use the third equation in (2.2.18) along with (2.2.19) and (2.2.20), and

obtain

y � c�x� 2

3
π�a �

�
b� 2x� 4

3
π



�x� 2

3
π�

�
b� x� 4

3
π



� 2x� 2

3
π (2.2.21)

Finally, we return to the first equation of (2.2.18) and use (2.2.20) and (2.2.21) to

compute

b � c� y � x �
�
b� 2x� 4

3
π



�
�

2x� 2

3
π



� x � b� 3x� 2π. (2.2.22)

Similar to the previous calculations, (2.2.22) gives 3x � 0 mod 2π, or x � 2
3
π, x � 0,

i.e., x is 0, 2
3
π or �2

3
π.

Our first solution is x � 2
3
π, a � b, c � b� 2

3
π, and y � 0, where b is arbitrary.

As such, we return to (2.2.17) and compute��������
eib 0 0

0 eib 0

0 0 eipb�
2
3
πq

�������� �
��������

1 1 1

1 W3 W 2
3

1 W 2
3 W3

�������� �
��������

1 0 0

0 e
2
3
π 0

0 0 1

�������� � eib

��������
1 e

2
3
πi 1

1 1 e
2
3
πi

e
2
3
πi 1 1

�������� .
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The first row of the resulting circulant Hadamard matrix is eibp1, e 2
3
πi, 1q, and so

letting b � 0 we obtain p1, e 2
3
πi, 1q as the fourth CAZAC sequence.

Our second solution is x � 0, y � 2
3
π, a � b � 4

3
π, and c � b � 4

3
π where b is

arbitrary. In this case, we take��������
eipb�

4
3
πq 0 0

0 eib 0

0 0 eipb�
4
3
πq

���������
��������

1 1 1

1 W3 W 2
3

1 W 2
3 W3

���������
��������

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 e
2
3
π

�������� � eib

��������
e�

2
3
πi e�

2
3
πi 1

1 e�
2
3
πi e�

2
3
πi

e�
2
3
πi 1 e�

2
3
πi

�������� .

The first row of this circulant Hadamard matrix is eibpe� 2
3
πi, e�

2
3
πi, 1q, and so letting

b � 2
3
π we obtain p1, 1, e 2

3
πiq as the fifth CAZAC sequence.

A third solution is x � �2
3
π, y � �2

3
π, a � b� 2

3
π, and c � b. We take��������

eipb�
2
3
πq 0 0

0 eib 0

0 0 eib

�������� �
��������

1 1 1

1 W3 W 2
3

1 W 2
3 W3

�������� �
��������

1 0 0

0 e�
2
3
π 0

0 0 e�
2
3
π

�������� � eib

��������
e

2
3
πi 1 1

1 e
2
3
πi 1

1 1 e
2
3
πi

�������� .

The first row of this Hadamard matrix is eibpe 2
3
πi, 1, 1q, and so letting b � �2

3
π we

obtain p1, e 4
3
πi, e

4
3
πiq as the sixth and final CAZAC sequence.

To summarize, the six CAZAC sequences that we have obtained are:

p1, e2πi{3, e2πi{3q

p1, 1, e4πi{3q

p1, e4πi{3, 1q

p1, e2πi{3, 1q

p1, 1, e2πi{3q
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p1, e4πi{3, e4πi{3q;

and they are associated with the following circulant Hadamard matrices:��������
1 e2πi{3 e2πi{3

e2πi{3 1 e2πi{3

e2πi{3 e2πi{3 1

�������� ,
��������

1 1 e4πi{3

e4πi{3 1 1

1 e4πi{3 1

�������� ,
��������

1 e4πi{3 1

1 1 e4πi{3

e4πi{3 1 1

��������
��������

1 e2πi{3 1

1 1 e2πi{3

e2πi{3 1 1

�������� ,
��������

1 1 e2πi{3

e2πi{3 1 1

1 e2πi{3 1

�������� ,
��������

1 e4πi{3 e4πi{3

e4πi{3 1 e4πi{3

e4πi{3 e4πi{3 1

�������� .

Let p be prime. In this section we show that the 5-operation equivalence

relation is an equivalence relation which is generated by a group G acting on Up
p �

Cp, where Up
p is the group of ordered p-tuples of p roots of unity. We now write the

five operations again in the follwing way,

1. c1ϕrns � ϕrns and c0ϕrns � ϕrns.

2. τbϕrns � ϕrn� bs, b P Z{pZ.

3. πcϕrns � ϕrcns, c P Z{pZ, c � 0.

4. edϕrns � e2πidn{pϕrns, d P Z{pZ.

5. ωfϕrns � e2πif{pϕrns, f P Z{pZ.

With this we can define the set G by

G � tpa, b, c, d, fq : a P t0, 1u, b, c, d, f P Z{pZ, c � 0u (2.2.23)
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which has size |G| � 2p3pp�1q. To each element pa, b, c, d, fq P G we associate the op-

erator ωfedπcτbca. To motivate the group operation we take pa, b, c, d, fq, ph, j, k, `,mq P

G. One can show that the composition of the associated operators is

pωme`πkτjchq � pωfedπcτbcaq � ωm�p�1qhpf�jcqe`�p�1qhkdπckτcj�bca�h (2.2.24)

As such we write define the operation � : G�GÑ G by

pa, b, c, d, fq�ph, j, k, `,mq � pa�h, cj�b, ck, `�p�1qhkd,m�p�1qhpf�jcqq. (2.2.25)

Theorem 2.2.3. The operation � defines a group operation for G. In particular,

pG, �q is a group.

Proof. We need to show that the operation is associative, has an identity element,

and that each element has an inverse. It is easily verified that the identity element

is p0, 0, 1, 0, 0q. Given an element pa, b, c, d, fq P G, it is elementary to verify that

pa, b, c, d, fq�1 � p�a,�bc�1, c�1, p�1q�a�1c�1d, p�1q�a�1pf � bc�1dqq (2.2.26)

Finally, for associativity we first compute

pv, w, x, y, zq � ppa, b, c, d, fq � ph, j, k, `,mqq (2.2.27)

� pv, w, x, y, zq � pa� h, cj � b, ck, `� p�1qhkd,m� p�1qhpf � jcqq (2.2.28)

� pa� h� v, cjx� bx� w, ckx, `� p�1qhkd� p�1qa�hcky, (2.2.29)

m� p�1qhpf � jcq � p�1qa�hpz � cjx� bxqq (2.2.30)

On the other hand if we compute

ppv, w, x, y, zq � pa, b, c, d, fqq � ph, j, k, `,mq (2.2.31)
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� pa� v, bx� w, cx, d� p�1qacy, f � p�1qapz � bxqq � ph, j, k, `,mq (2.2.32)

� pa� h� v, cxj � bx� w, ckx, `� p�1qhkd� p�1qa�hkcy, (2.2.33)

m� p�1qhpf � jcq � p�1qa�hpz � cjx� bxqq (2.2.34)

and we see that � is an associative operation.

Since pG, �q is a group, it defines a proper group action on Up
p . There are

ppp� 1q many CAZAC sequences which start with 1 in Up
p . Adding in direct scalars

by elements in Up
p , there are p2pp� 1q CAZACs in Up

p .

Theorem 2.2.4. Let p be an odd prime and let ϕ P Up
p be the Wiener sequence

ϕrns � e2πisn2{p, where s P Z{pZ. Denote the stabilizer of ϕ under the group pG, �q

as Gϕ. If p � 1 mod 4, then |Gϕ| � 4p. If p � 3 mod 4, then |Gϕ| � 2p. In

particular, the orbit of ϕ has size p2pp� 1q{2 if p � 1 mod 4 and has size p2pp� 1q

if p � 3 mod 4.

Proof. First, let pa, b, c, d, fq P G, ω � e2πi{p and note that

pωfedπcτbcaqpϕqrns � ωf�dncaϕrcn� bs � ωf�dn�p�1qaspcn�bq2 . (2.2.35)

Setting n � 0 gives the condition that for pa, b, c, d, fq P G,

f � p�1qasb2 � 0 mod p (2.2.36)

from which we conclude that

f � �p�1qasb2 mod p. (2.2.37)

Setting n � 1 and subtituting (2.2.37) for f gives us another condition

p�1qaspc� bq2 � d� p�1qasb2 � s mod p. (2.2.38)
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From (2.2.38) we can solve for d to obtain

d � s� p�1qasp2bc� c2q mod p. (2.2.39)

Now, note for any other n ¡ 1, we can substitute (2.2.37) and (2.2.39) in and obtain

the equation

p�1qaspnc� bq2 � n� p�1qasp2bc� c2qn� p�1qasb2 � sn2 mod p. (2.2.40)

After expanding and cancelling terms, we can reduce (2.2.40) to

c2 � p�1qa mod p. (2.2.41)

If a � 0, then (2.2.41) has two solutions, which we will denote c�0 and c�0 . If a � 1,

then by the law of quadratic reciprocity, (2.2.41) has two solutions, c�1 and c�1 , if

p � 1 mod 4, but no solutions if p � 3 mod 4. Thus, if p � 3 mod 4, we get as

stabilizers of ϕ,

1. p0, b, c�0 , 1� 2bc�0 � pc�0 q2,�b2q

2. p0, b, c�0 , 1� 2bc�0 � pc�0 q2,�b2q

where the above holds for any b P Z{pZ. If p � 1 mod 4, then the first two sets of

stabilizers also hold in addition to

1. p0, b, c�1 , 1� 2bc�1 � pc�1 q2,�b2q

2. p0, b, c�1 , 1� 2bc�1 � pc�1 q2,�b2q

where again any b P Z{pZ is valid. Thus, if p � 1 mod 4 there are 4p stabilizers for

ϕ, and if p � 3 mod 4 there are 2p stabilizers for ϕ.
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Corollary 2.2.5. If p � 3 mod 4, there is only one equivalence class of CAZACs

in Up
p .

Theorem 2.2.6. Let p � 1 mod 4, and ϕ, ψ P CN . Let ϕ � e2πin2{p and ψ �

e2πisn2{p where s is not a quadratic residue modulo p. Then ϕ and ψ belong to

different 5-operation equivalence classes.

Proof. Let s � 1 in the proof of Theorem 2.2.4 and for pa, b, c, d, fq P G and

ω � e2πi{p we have

pωfedπcτbcaqpϕqrns � ωf�dncaϕrcn� bs � ωf�dn�p�1qapcn�bq2 . (2.2.42)

Emulating the proof of Theorem 2.2.4, we let n � 0 and get the condition

f � �p�1qab2 mod p. (2.2.43)

Now letting n � 1 we get the condition

d � s� p�1qap2bc� c2q mod p (2.2.44)

Now for a general n ¡ 1, we have

p�1qapnc� bq2 � sn� p�1qap2bc� c2qn� p�1qab2 � sn2 mod p (2.2.45)

After expanding and cancelling terms we obtain

c2 � p�1qas mod p. (2.2.46)

Since p � 1 mod 4 and s is not a residue modulo p, (2.2) cannot be solved for either

value of a. Thus, ϕ and ψ must belong to different equivalence classes.
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Corollary 2.2.7. If p � 1 mod 5, then there are exactly two equivalence classes of

CAZACs in Up
p both of which have size p2pp� 1q{2.

We now apply these results to the p � 3 and p � 5 cases to illustrate

these results with a concrete exmaple. We first show explicitly there is only one

5-operation equivalence class for length 3 CAZAC sequences. Indeed, suppose that

ϕ � p1, 1, e2πi{3q, i.e. the Chu sequence. Then, the other five CAZAC sequences can

be obtained from 5-operation equivalency as follows:

1. c1ϕ � p1, 1, e4πi{3q

2. e1c1ϕ � p1, e2πi{3, e2πi{3q

3. e1ϕ � p1, e2πi{3, 1q

4. e2ϕ � p1, e4πi{3, e4πi{3q

5. e2c1ϕ � p1, e4πi{3, 1q

Corollary 2.2.7 tells us that there are two 5-operation equivalence classes in the

case p � 5. To explicitly write them, first we start with the Wiener sequence, ϕ �

p1, e2πi{5, e8πi{5, e8πi{5, e2πi{5q,. We then show that we can get 10 CAZAC sequences

by applying 5-operation equivalencies to ϕ:

1. ϕ � p1, e2πi{5, e8πi{5, e8πi{5, e2πi{5q

2. c1ϕ � p1, e8πi{5, e2πi{5, e2πi{5, e8πi{5q

3. ω1τ1c1ϕ � p1, e2πi{5, 1, e4πi{5, e4πi{5q
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4. ω4τ1ϕ � p1, e8πi{5, 1, e6πi{5, e6πi{5q

5. ω4τ2c1ϕ � p1, e6πi{5, e8πi{5, e6πi{5, 1q

6. ω1τ2ϕ � p1, e4πi{5, e2πi{5, e4πi{5, 1q

7. ω4τ3c1ϕ � p1, 1, e6πi{5, e8πi{5, e6πi{5q

8. ω1τ3ϕ � p1, 1, e4πi{5, e2πi{5, e4πi{5q

9. ω1τ4c1ϕ � p1, e4πi{5, e4πi{5, 1, e2πi{5q

10. ω4τ4ϕ � p1, e6πi{5, e6πi{5, 1, e8πi{5q

To get the other orbit, we use the fact that 3 is not a quadratic residue modulo

5 and apply Theorem 2.2.6. We now let ϕ be the Wiener sequence where s � 3, i.e.

ϕ � p1, e6πi{5, e4πi{5, e4πi{5, e6πi{5q.

1. ϕ � p1, e6πi{5, e4πi{5, e4πi{5, e6πi{5q

2. c1ϕ � p1, e4πi{5, e6πi{5, e6πi{5, e4πi{5q

3. ω3τ1c1ϕ � p1, e6πi{5, 1, e2πi{5, e2πi{5q

4. ω2τ1ϕ � p1, e4πi{5, 1, e8πi{5, e8πi{5q

5. ω2τ2c1ϕ � p1, e8πi{5, e4πi{5, e8πi{5, 1q

6. ω3τ2ϕ � p1, e2πi{5, e6πi{5, e2πi{5, 1q

7. ω2τ3c1ϕ � p1, 1, e8πi{5, e4πi{5, e8πi{5q

8. ω3τ3ϕ � p1, 1, e2πi{5, e6πi{5, e2πi{5q
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9. ω3τ4ϕ � p1, e2πi{5, e2πi{5, 1, e6πi{5q

10. ω2τ4ϕ � p1, e8πi{5, e8πi{5, 1, e4πi{5q

In conclusion, we have explicitly shown that the p � 3 case has exactly one

orbit and shown which 5-operation transformations generate them starting with

the Chu sequence. In the p � 5 case we have also explicitly shown that there are

two orbits under 5-operation equivalence, generated both orbits entirely using two

different base Wiener sequences, and written out which 5-operation transformations

generate them.
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2.3 CAZAC Sequences Not Generated by Roots of Unity

Here we discuss CAZAC sequences which are not generated by roots of unity.

The primary example here is the Björck sequence.

Definition 2.3.1. Let p be prime. The Legendre symbol is defined by

�
k

p



�

$''''''''&''''''''%

0, if k � 0 mod p

1, if k � n2 mod p for some n � 0 mod p

�1, otherwise.

Definition 2.3.2. Let p be prime and let ϕ P Cp be of the following form,

ϕrks � eiθrks. (2.3.1)

We define the Björck sequence by letting θrks in (2.3.1) be as follows,

• If p � 1 mod 4 then,

θrks �
�
k

p



arccos

�
1

1�?
p



. (2.3.2)

• If p � �1 mod 4 then,

θrks �

$'''&'''%
arccos

�
1�p
1�p

	
, if

�
k
p

	
� �1

0 otherwise.

(2.3.3)

Figure 2.3.1 shows that for p � 11, the Björck sequence is indeed a CAZAC

sequence. The Björck sequence is also CAZAC for any other prime length, p [20]. In

this particular example, one can see that the discrete periodic ambiguity function of
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Figure 2.3.1: DPAF of length 11 Björck sequence.

the length 11 Björck sequence is almost always nonzero, except for Appϕqr�, 0s and

Appϕqr0, �s. This holds for any Björck sequence of any prime length, p ¥ 7. More

detailed exploration on the behavior of the DPAF of the Björck sequence can be

found in [21] and [22]. For completeness, the length 11 Björck sequence is listed out

below,

ϕ � p1, 1, eiθ11 , 1, 1, 1, eiθ11 , eiθ11 , eiθ11 , 1, eiθ11q, (2.3.4)

where θ11 � arccosp�10{11q.

If we consider p� p Hadamard matrices, where p is prime, we want to know if

the Hadamard matrices generated by CAZAC sequences are always equivalent to Dp,

the p� p DFT matrix. If p � 2, 3, 5, then we have already noted that all Hadamard
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matrices are equivalent to Dp, regardless of whether or not they are generated by a

CAZAC sequence [18].

If p � 7, then Björck’s example shows that there are Hadamard matrices not

equivalent to D7 [18]. One such Hadamard matrix H1 is defined as follows. Let

θ � arccosp�3{4q and let d � exppiθq, and set

H1 �

������������������������

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 d�1 1 d d�1 d 1

1 d�1 d�1 d 1 1 d

1 d�2 d�2 d�1 d�1 1 d�1

1 1 d�1 1 d�1 d d

1 d�2 d�1 d�1 d�2 d�1 1

1 d�1 d�2 1 d�2 d�1 d�1

������������������������

,

[18], [23]. To continue the process, let P1 � P2 � Id7 and D1, D2 be the following

matrices,

D1 �

������������������������

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 d 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 d 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 d

������������������������

, D2 �

������������������������

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 d 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 d 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 d 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1

������������������������

.
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Then we can define an equivalent circulant Hadamard matrix H2 by

H2 � D1H1D2 �

������������������������

1 d d 1 d 1 1

1 1 d d 1 d 1

1 1 1 d d 1 d

d 1 1 1 d d 1

1 d 1 1 1 d d

d 1 d 1 1 1 d

d d 1 d 1 1 1

������������������������

.

In particular, the first column of H2 is the length 7 Björck sequence and so H2 is

the Hadamard matrix associated with the length 7 Björck sequence.

Another matrix, that is equivalent to neither D7 nor H1, is

J1 �

������������������������

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 a�2 a�1b�1 a�1c�1 a�1 a�1c a�1b

1 a�1b�1 a�2b�2 a�1b�2c�1 a�1b�1c�1 a�1b�1c a�1c

1 a�1c�1 a�1b�2c�1 a�2b�2c�2 a�1b�2c�2 a�1b�1c�1 a�1

1 a�1 a�1b�1c�1 a�1b�2c�2 a�2b�2c�2 a�1b�2c�1 a�1c�1

1 a�1c a�1b�1c a�1b�1c�1 a�1b�2c�1 a�2b�2 a�1b�1

1 a�1b a�1c a�1 a�1c�1 a�1b�1 a�2

������������������������

,

where a � expp4.312839iq, b � expp1.356228iq, c � expp1.900668iq, see [24], [18],

The parameters, a, b, and c, are algebraic numbers whose explicit values can be

found in [24]. We can put these two matrices in circulant form by multiplying J1
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on the left and right by the matrix,

D �

������������������������

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 a 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 ab 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 abc 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 abc 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 ab 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 a

������������������������

.

Carrying out the multiplication, the circulant form of J1, denoted as J2, can be

written as

J2 � DJ1D �

������������������������

1 a ab abc abc ab a

a 1 a ab abc abc ab

ab a 1 a ab abc abc

abc ab a 1 a ab abc

abc abc ab a 1 a ab

ab abc abc ab a 1 a

a ab abc abc ab a 1

������������������������

.
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2.4 Haagerup’s Theorem

We shall now outline that part Haagerup’s proof of his Theorem 2.1.14 [15],

in which he proves that there are only finitely many cyclic p-roots. The complete

proof in which the precise number of cyclic p-roots is computed requires sophisticated

complex analysis that is beyond the scope of our theme.

At the risk of oversimplifying, the proof that there are only finitely many cyclic

p-roots is divided in two parts: an ingenious algebraic manipulation using the DFT,

coupled with an application of the uncertainty principle for Z{pZ.

Recall that cyclic N -roots are solutions z � pz0, . . . , zN�1q P CN , of the system

of equations: $''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''%

z0 � z1 � � � � � zN�1 � 0

z0z1 � z1z2 � � � � � zN�1z0 � 0

� � �

z0z1 � � � zN�2 � � � � � zN�1z0 � � � zN�3 � 0

z0z1 � � � zN�1 � 1,

(2.4.1)

see Definition 2.1.13. In particular, because of the last equation of (2.4.1), zj P

C� � Czt0u for any cyclic N -root z P CN . Haagerup makes several substitutions to

transform (2.4.1).

First, assume z P CN is a cyclic N -root. Let x0 � 1 and xj � z0z1 � � � zj�1

for all j � 1, . . . , N � 1, and set x0 � 1. Thus, xj�1{xj � zj for j � 0, . . . , N � 2,

where the last equation of (2.4.1) guarantees that xj�1{xj is well-defined. Further,
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for j � N � 1,

x0

xN�1

� 1

z0z1 � � � zN�2

� zN�1, (2.4.2)

and because z0z1 � � � zN�1 � 1 by the last equation of (2.4.1). Substituting these

equations, that relate the xj and zi, into (2.4.1) we see that x � px0, . . . , xN�1q is a

solution to the system, $''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''%

x0 � 1

x1
x0
� x2

x1
� . . .� x0

xN�1
� 0

x2
x0
� x3

x1
� . . .� x1

xN�1
� 0

� � �

xN�1

x0
� x0

x1
� . . .� xN�2

xN�1
� 0.

(2.4.3)

Conversely, if x � px0, . . . , xN�1q P pC�qN is a solution to the system (2.4.3), then

it is easy to check that

z � pz0, . . . , zN�1q �
�
x1

x0

,
x2

x1

, . . . ,
x0

xN�1



P pC�qN (2.4.4)

is a solution to (2.4.1). Haagerup says that solutions x to (2.4.3) are cyclic N-roots

on the x-level.

Second, assume x � px0, . . . , xN�1q P pC�qN is a cyclic N -root on the x-level.

Let yj � 1{xj, for j � 0, . . . , N � 1. Then,

px, yq � px0, . . . , xN�1, y0, . . . , yN�1q P pC�qN � pC�qN (2.4.5)
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is a solution to the system,$''''''''&''''''''%

x0 � y0 � 1,

xkyk � 1, 1 ¤ k ¤ N � 1,

°N�1
m�0 xk�mym � 0, 1 ¤ k ¤ N � 1.

(2.4.6)

Conversely, if px, yq P CN � CN is solution to (2.4.6), then, noting the condition,

xkyk � 1 of (2.4.6), it is easy to check that x P pC�qN and that x is a solution to

(2.4.3). Haagerup says solutions px, yq P CN � CN to (2.4.6) are cyclic N-roots on

the px, yq-level.

Third, Haagerup introduces the DFT into the mix, and proves that the system

of equations (2.4.6) for the cyclic N -roots on the px, yq-level are equivalent to the

following system of equations for px, yq P CN � CN :$''''''''&''''''''%

x0 � y0 � 1

xmym � 1, 1 ¤ m ¤ N � 1

pxnpy�n � 1, 1 ¤ n ¤ N � 1.

(2.4.7)

Without providing the details, we see how the third equation of (2.4.7) is deduced

from (2.4.6) by writing out the product pxnpy�n.

Since we began recording these equivalences with cyclicN -roots z � pz0, . . . , zNq

as defined in Section 2.1 we wrote xm, pxn in (2.4.7), but this is really xrms, pxrns in

the notation for sequences we used for CAZACs.

None of the details in this subsection is difficult to prove, but Haagerup’s

strategy is dazzling! The transformations from the cyclic N -roots problem (2.4.1)
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to that of (2.4.7) preserve the number of distinct solutions, and so solving (2.4.7)

is equivalent to solving (2.4.1), viz., if there are 0 ¤ M ¤ 8 solutions to one, then

there are 0 ¤ M ¤ 8 solutions to the other. As such, Haagerup’s proof that the

set of cyclic p-roots is finite will be to solve (2.4.7).

In order to prove that the set of cyclic p-roots is finite (Theorem 2.4.5),

Haagerup’s strategy required Theorem 2.4.2 and Theorem 2.4.4. Theorem 2.4.2

is an uncertainty principle for the finite Abelian group Z{pZ, where p is prime. Its

proof uses Chebotarëv’s theorem, a fact known to Hagerup in 1996. We should

point out that Gabidulin also understood the role of Chebotarëv’s theorem if one

were going to prove Theorem 2.4.5.

Theorem 2.4.1. (Chebotarëv 1926) Let p be prime and let Dp be the unitary Fourier

matrix on Cp, defined as

DN �
�

1

N1{2W
�mn
N

�N�1

m,n�0

, (2.4.8)

see Definition 2.1.1. Then, all square submatrices of Dp have non-zero determinant.

There have been many different proofs of this theorem since Chebotarëv’s orig-

inal proof in 1926. A sampling of authors of published proofs is Danilevskii (1937),

Reshetnyak (1955), Dieudonné (1970), M. Newman (1975), Evans and I. Stark

(1977), Stevenhagen and Lenstra (1996), Goldstein, Guralnick, and Isaacs (c. 2004),

and Tao (2005). There is also the proof by Frenkel (2004), that he first wrote down

as a solution to a problem in the 1998 Schweitzer Competition! In fact, Chebotarëv’s

original proof provides much more information than Theorem 2.4.1 asserts, see [25].
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Further, [25] is also a spectacular exposition of Chebotarëv’s life and mathematical

contributions, including his celebrated density theorem.

Independently, Tao [26] used Theorem 2.4.1 in order to prove Theorem 2.4.2.

He also noted that the two results are equivalent, a fact discovered independently

by András Biró. Theorem 2.4.2 itself is a refinement for the setting of Z{pZ of the

uncertainty principle inequality,

|supppuq| |suppppuq| ¥ |G|, (2.4.9)

where G is a finite Abelian group, u : G ÝÑ C is a function, pu is the discrete Fourier

transform of u, |X| is the cardinality of X, and supppuq � tx P G : upxq � 0u is the

support of u, see [27] for a systematic treatment of the discrete Fourier transform.

The inequality, (2.4.9), is due to Donoho and Stark [28], cf., [29]

Theorem 2.4.2. If u � 0 P Cp and pu � Fpu is the discrete Fourier transform of

u, then |supppuq| � |suppppuq| ¥ p� 1, where |supppuq|, the support of u, denotes the

number of non-zero coordinates of u.

Algebraic varieties are a central object of study in algebraic geometry. Clas-

sically, and for us, an algebraic variety is defined as the set of solutions of a system

of polynomial equations over the real or complex numbers. The following is a basic

theorem.

Theorem 2.4.3. A compact algebraic variety in CN is a finite set, e.g., see [30],

Theorem 13.3.

Theorem 2.4.4. Given n P N. If the number of solutions px, yq P Cn�Cn to (2.4.7)

is infinite, then there are u, v P Cnzt0u such that ukvk � 0 and pukpv�k � 0.
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Proof. Suppose there are infinitely many solutions to (2.4.7) and let W � CN �CN

denote the set of solutions to (2.4.7). Since W is an algebraic variety, by both The-

orem 2.4.3 and the Heine-Borel theorem, W must be unbounded. Pick a sequence

tpxpmq, ypmqqu in W with

lim
mÑ8

p||xpmq||22 � ||ypmq||22q1{2 � 8. (2.4.10)

Let upmq and ypmq be the normalizations of xpmq and ypmq, respectively. We

get a sequence tpupmq, vpmqqu in a compact set. Say that this sequence converges to

pu, vq, passing to a subsequence if necessary. Because each pxpmq, ypmqq is a solution

to (2.4.7), x
pmq
0 � y

pmq
0 � 1 for all m P N. Thus ||xm||22 � 1�cm and ||ypmq||22 � 1�dm,

where cm, dm ¡ 0. It follows that

||xpmq||22||ypmq||22 � p1�cmqp1�dmq ¥ 1�cm�dm � ||xpmq||22�||ypmq||22�1. (2.4.11)

Thus, by our choice of pxpmq, ypmqq,

lim
mÑ8

||xpmq||22||ypmq||22 � 8. (2.4.12)

Now, from (2.4.7), we know that x
pmq
k y

pmq
k � yxpmq

k
yypmq�k � 1, and so ukvk �

ûkv̂�k � limmÑ8p||xpmq||2||ypmq||2q�1 for 1 ¤ k ¤ n � 1. We can also say that

x
pmq
0 y

pmq
0 � y

x
pmq
0
y
y
pmq
0 � 1 because x

pmq
0 � y

pmq
0 � 1. Since

lim
mÑ8

||xpmq||2||ypmq||2 � 8, (2.4.13)

we now have that ukvk � ûkv̂�k � 0.

Theorem 2.4.5. (Haagerup) The set of cyclic p-roots is finite.
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Proof. Assume for the sake of obtaining a contradiction that the set of solutions to

(2.4.7) is infinite. Then, by Theorem 2.4.4, there are u, v P Cpzt0u with ukvk � 0

and pukpv�k � 0, k � 0, 1, . . . , p� 1.

This means that supppuq X supppvq � H and suppppuq X p�suppppvqq � H. In

particular, we obtain |supppuq| � |supppvq| ¤ p and |suppppuq| � |supppv̂q| ¤ p; and

so,

|supppuq| � |supppvq| � |suppppuq| � |suppppvq| ¤ 2p. (2.4.14)

However, by Theorem 2.4.2, we have

|supppuq| � |supppvq| � |suppppuq| � |suppppvq| ¥ 2pp� 1q, (2.4.15)

and this gives the desired contradiction.
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Chapter 3: Applications of CAZAC Sequences to Tight Gabor Frames

3.1 Gabor Frames

Frames were introduced in 1952 by Duffin and Schaeffer [31] for their work on

nonharmonic Fourier series. They used frames to compute the coefficients of a linear

combination of vectors which spanned its Hilbert space, but were linearly dependent.

Since then, frames have been used in applications such as the analysis of wavelets,

and in signal and image processing [32–36]. Frames can be viewed as a generalization

of orthonormal bases for Hilbert spaces. In the context of signal processing, the

primary advantage of frames is that they provide stable representations of signals

which are robust in the presense of erasures and noise [37,38]. We focus our attention

on finite frames, i.e., frames on a finite dimensional Hilbert space, H. Finite frames

are of particular interest for engineering and computational applications, see [39–42].

Definition 3.1.1. LetH be anN -dimensional Hilbert space and let F � tf1, f2, � � � , fMu �

H. We say that F is a frame for H if there exists A,B ¡ 0 such that

A}x}2
H ¤

M̧

k�1

|xx, fkyH|2 ¤ B}x}2
H (3.1.1)

for any x P H. If A � B is possible, then we say F is a tight frame.

Tight frames are particularly desirable as it makes computing the inverse of
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the frame operator (Definition 3.1.3) very easy and allows for simple reconstruction

of vectors given frame elments. This has motivates research into the discovery and

construction of tight frames [43–47], as well as the transformation of frames into

tight frames [48]. In the finite dimensional setting, we have the following lemma

which gives an alternate, equivalent definition of a frame.

Lemma 3.1.2. Let H be an n-dimensional Hilbert space and F � H. F is a frame

for H if and only if F spans H.

Recall that part of the definition of a basis for a vector space is that the basis

spans the vector space. In particular, given the right coefficients, one can construct

any vector in the vector space as a linear combination of the basis set. Since frames

span its Hilbert space, we should be able to do the same with frames. The following

definitions and theorem shows how this is accopmlished.

Definition 3.1.3. Let F � tf1, � � � , fmu be a frame for H. The analysis operator

of F , T : HÑ Cm, is defined by

T pxq � txx, fkyumk�1. (3.1.2)

Its adjoint operator, T � : Cm Ñ H, is called the synthesis operator, and is defined

by

T �pcq �
m̧

k�1

ckfk. (3.1.3)

Finally, we define the frame operator, S : HÑ H, by S � T �T , i.e.

Spxq �
m̧

k�1

xx, fkyfk. (3.1.4)
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Note that S is a self-adjoint operator since S� � pT �T q� � T �T �� � T �T � S.

Using this we obtain the reconstruction formula below.

Theorem 3.1.4. Let F � tf1, � � � , fmu be a frame for H and let x P H. Then,

x �
m̧

k�1

xx, fkyS�1fk �
m̧

k�1

xx, S�1fkyfk. (3.1.5)

Proof. The first equality comes immediately from applying the definition of S to

S�1Sf . For second equality we compute,

f � SS�1f �
M̧

k�1

xS�1x, fkyfk �
M̧

k�1

xx, S�1fkyfk (3.1.6)

where the last equality comes from the fact that S�1 is self-adjoint.

Although Theorem 3.1.4 does allow any vector in H to be reconstructed with

frame elements, there is a computational drawback in that it requires that the inverse

of S needs to be computed. If F is a tight frame, then S � AId, and the inverse is

simple to compute. If F cannot be made into a tight frame, then one way around

this difficulty is to use what is known as a dual frame to F , which is given by the

following definition.

Definition 3.1.5. Let G � tgkuMk�1 � H. G is a dual frame to F if,

@x P H, x �
M̧

k�1

xx, gkyfk. (3.1.7)

The reconstruction formula gives us one such G. That is, G � tS�1fku � H is

a dual frame to F . This particular dual frame is called the canonical dual frame to

F .
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Given a frame, the frame operator is defined by applying the analysis operator,

then the synthesis operator, in that order. We can apply these operators in the

reverse order, i.e. synthesis, and then analysis, to get a new operator. This operator

is called the Gram operator and is defined by the following definition.

Definition 3.1.6. Let F � tf1, � � � , fMu be a frame for H. We define the Gram

operator, G : CM Ñ CM , by

Gpcq �
#

M̧

i�1

xcifi, fjy
+M

j�1

. (3.1.8)

In particular, the Gram matrix, i.e. the matrix associated with linear operator G,

can be written as

Gi,j � xfi, fjy. (3.1.9)

If we let H � CN then we can represent the analysis operator T as an M �N

matrix where each row is represented by one of the fk P F . In particular this allows

for a matrix representation of S to be formed. The following theorem determines

when a set of vectors gives a frame by looking at the eigenvalues of the proposed

frame operator.

Theorem 3.1.7. Let S be the frame operator associated to a set of vectors F . Then,

F is a frame if and only if all eigenvalues of S are nonzero.

One particular area of interest within frame theory is that of Gabor frames,

i.e. frames which consist of translations and modulations of a given generator vector

in H. This section is designed to give a quick overview of relevant concepts in Gabor

frame theory that will be required. Deeper expositions can be found in [42, 49, 50].

We will only deal with the finite Hilbert space H � CN .
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Definition 3.1.8. Let ϕ P CN and let Λ � Z{NZ� pZ{NZqp. We define the Gabor

system, pϕ,Λq, by

pϕ,Λq � te`τkϕ : pk, `q P Λu. (3.1.10)

If pϕ,Λq forms a frame for CN , then we say that pϕ,Λq is a Gabor frame for CN .

Related to the idea of Gabor frames is that of the discrete short-time Fourier

transform. The discrete Fourier transform, by itself, gives the exact frequency con-

tent of a signal ϕ P CN . However, in this processes, one loses all temporal infor-

mation in the sense that one cannot say at what times the signal observes these

frequencies. A tempting problem is that of trying to analyze a signal to see which

frequencies occur at exactly what time. To express this as a physical example, one

could imagine trying to analyze a piece of music to determine which notes (frequen-

cies) are played at which time. As it turns out, such methods are impossible in

general due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Simply stated, it says that it

is impossible to have perfect resolution in time and frequency simultaneously.

Although it is impossible to say exactly which frequencies are contained in an

instant in time, we can still get an idea of what frequencies are contained in a certain

period of time by restricting our function to a “window” of time and analyzing the

frequencies in that window. This idea is encapsulated by the discrete short-time

Fourier transform, defined below.

Definition 3.1.9. Let ϕ P CN . The discrete short-time Fourier transform (STFT)

of ϕ with respect to window function ψ P CN is defined by

Vψpϕqrm,ns � xϕ, enτmψy �
N�1̧

k�0

ϕrksψrk �mse�2πink{N � pϕτmpψqqprns.
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The inversion formula is given by

ϕrks � 1

N}ψ}2
2

N�1̧

n�0

N�1̧

m�0

Vψpϕqrm,nsenτmψ.

We can connect this to Gabor frames by using ϕ itself as a window function.

In particular, we can use the inversion formula to show that if one uses the full

product group Z{NZ � pZ{NZqp one always gets a tight frame, regardless of the

choice of ϕ (as long as it is not the zero vector).

Theorem 3.1.10. Let ϕ P CNzt0u and let Λ � pZ{NZq � pZ{NZqp. Then, the

Gabor system pϕ,Λq is a tight frame with frame bound N}ϕ}2
2.

Proof. For every x P CN we compute Spxq,

Spxq �
N�1̧

n�0

N�1̧

m�0

xx, enτmϕyenτmϕ �
N�1̧

n�0

N�1̧

m�0

Vϕpxqrm,nsenτmϕ � N}ϕ}2
2x.�

Although Theorem 3.1.10 does give tight frames, smaller tight Gabor frames

would require less coefficients when analyzing signals, and smaller representations

of those signals would be possible. Thus, in general, it is of interest to study Gabor

frames which do not consist of all time-frequency translates of the generator.

The set of time-frequency operators themselves also can be made to form a

group. To see this first we make the following computation,

ebτae`τkϕrjs � pebτaqpe2πi`j{Nϕrj � ksq � e2πibj{Ne2πi`pj�aq{Nϕrj � k � as (3.1.11)

� e�2πia`{Ne2πipb�`qj{Nϕrj � k � as � e�2πia`{Neb�`τa�kϕrjs. (3.1.12)

Now, let ωN � e2πi{N , and we can now write the above as

ωcNebτaω
m
N e`τkϕ � ωc�m�a`

N eb�`τa�kϕ (3.1.13)
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and can now define the following binary operation, � : pZ{NZq3 � pZ{NZq3 Ñ

pZ{NZq3 by

pa, b, cq � pk, `,mq � pa� k, b� `, c�m� a`q. (3.1.14)

Definition 3.1.11. The group ppZ{NZq3, �q, with � as defined by (3.1.14), is called

the Heisenberg group. Each pk, `,mq P pZ{NZq3 corresponds to the time-frequency

operator ωmN e`τk and � corresponds to the composition of the time-frequency opera-

tors (applying the left term first).
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3.2 Tight Gabor Frames from Sparse Ambiguity Functions

The main result of this section, Theorem 3.2.7, can be summarized as: Gabor

systems are tight frames if the discrete periodic ambiguity functions of their gener-

ating functions are sufficently sparse. To prove this we use Janssen’s representation.

Janssen’s representation allows us to write the frame operator as a linear com-

bination of time-frequency operators whose coefficients can be computed without

knowing the input of the frame operator, cf. Walnut’s representation [50] [51]. We

also draw connections between the discrete periodic ambiguity function and short-

time Fourier transform, as well as Theorem 3.2.7 and the Wexler-Raz theorem. For

more details on frame theroy, [42] is a valuable resource. We begin by defining the

discrete periodic ambiguity function.

Definition 3.2.1. Let ϕ P CN . The discrete periodic ambiguity function (DPAF)

of ϕ is the function Appϕq : pZ{NZq � pZ{NZqpÑ C defined by

Appϕqrm,ns � 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

ϕrk �msϕrkse�2πink{N � 1

N
xτ�mϕ, enϕy. (3.2.1)

We only provide a proof of Janssen’s representation in the case pZ{NZq �

pZ{NZqp, but it can be proven in the more general setting of G � pG, where G is a

finite abelian group and pG is the corresponding character group. A proof of this

version can be found in [50]. To setup the proof of Janssen’s representation, we first

prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2.2. For pk, `q, pm,nq P pZ{NZq � pZ{NZqp, we have that

e`τkenτm � e�2πikn{Ne`�nτk�m � e2πipm`�knq{Nenτme`τk (3.2.2)
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and

pe`τkq�1 � pe`τkq� � e�2πik`{Ne�`τ�k. (3.2.3)

Proof. We show both (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) by direct computation. Let ϕ P CN . Then,

e`τkenτmϕrjs � e`τkpe2πinj{N ϕrj � ksq � e2πi`j{Ne2πinpj�kq{Nϕrj � k �ms (3.2.4)

� e�2πikn{Ne`�nτk�mϕ. (3.2.5)

Switching the roles of pk, `q and pm,nq in (3.2.4) and (3.2.5), we have that

enτme`τkϕ � e�2πi`m{ne`�nτk�mϕ. (3.2.6)

Thus, if we multiply both sides of (3.2.6) by e2πipm`�knq{N , we get (3.2.5) and thus

the left and right most parts of (3.2.2) are equated. For (3.2.3), it is sufficient to

apply (3.2.2) to pk, `q and p�k,�`q.

Related to Lemma 3.2.2, we will also need the following definition, which is

used in the statement of Janssen’s represenatation. Janssen’s representation uses

the adjoint subgroup of a subgroup Λ � pZ{NZq � pZ{NZqp to represent the frame

operator without the input function.

Definition 3.2.3. Let Λ � pZ{NZq � pZ{NZqp be a subgroup. The adjoint sub-

group, Λ�, is the group given by Λ� � tpm,nq P pZ{NZq � pZ{NZqp : enτme`τk �

e`τkenτm, @pk, `q P Λu. That is, Λ� generates all time-frequency operators which

commute with all time-frequency operators generated by Λ.

Theorem 3.2.4 (Janssen). Let Λ be a subgroup of pZ{NZq � pZ{NZqp and Λ� be

the adjoint subgroup of Λ. Let ϕ, ψ P CNzt0u. Then,

@x P CN ,
¸

pk,`qPΛ

xx, e`τkϕye`τkψ � |Λ|
N

¸
pm,nqPΛ�

xψ, enτmϕyenτmx. (3.2.7)
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Moreover, the Gabor frame operator of the Gabor system pϕ,Λq can be written as

S � |Λ|
N

¸
pm,nqPΛ�

xenτmϕ, ϕyenτm. (3.2.8)

Proof. First, recall Theorem 3.2.5 which states that t1{?Ne`τkupk,`qPpZ{NZq�pZ{NZqp

forms an orthonormal basis for the space of linear operators on CN equpped with

the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product. Hence for ϕ, ψ P CN , the operator S : CN Ñ CN

given by

Spxq �
¸

pk,`qPΛ

xx, e`τkϕye`τkψ (3.2.9)

has a unique representation,

S �
Ņ

n�1

Ņ

m�1

cm,nenτm. (3.2.10)

Now applying (3.2.3) from Lemma 3.2.2 to (3.2.9) gives that for any pk, `q P Λ,

Ņ

n�1

Ņ

m�1

cm,nenτm � S � pe`τkq�1Se`τk �
Ņ

n�1

Ņ

m�1

cm,npe`τkq�1enτme`τk. (3.2.11)

Equation (3.2.2) in Lemma 3.2.2 implies that pe`τkq�1enτme`τk is a scalar multiple

of enτm. Since the coefficients cm,n are unique, we have that either cm,n � 0 or

pe`τkq�1enτme`tauk � enτm. The latter option is exactly the condition that pm,nq P

Λ� and we conclude that cm,n � 0 if pm,nq R Λ�.

It remains to show that for pm,nq P Λ�, we have that cm,n � |Λ|{Nxψ, enτmϕy.

First, note that the operator x ÞÑ xx, ϕyψ is represented by the matrix ψϕ�. Further-

more, its Hilbert-Schmidt prodcut with another matrix M satisfies xψϕ�,MyHS �

xψ,Mϕy. Thus, for pm,nq P Λ�,

cm,n � 1

N
xS, enτmyHS � 1

N

¸
pk,`qPΛ

xe`τkψpe`τkϕq�, enτmy (3.2.12)
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� 1

N

¸
pk,`qPΛ

xe`τkψ, enτme`τkϕy � 1

N

¸
pk,`qPΛ

xe`τkψ, e`τkenτmϕy (3.2.13)

� 1

N

¸
pk,`qPΛ

xψ, enτmϕy � |Λ|
N
xψ, enτmϕy. (3.2.14)

To prove Theorem 3.2.7 we require one more theorem. The space of linear

operators on CN forms an N2-dimensional space. Moreover, given any orthonormal

basis teiuNi�1, we can define the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product of two linear operators

A,B by

xA,ByHS �
Ņ

i�1

Ņ

j�1

xAei, ejyxBei, ejy. (3.2.15)

The Hilbert-Schimdt inner product is independent of choice of orthonormal basis.

We call the space of linear operators on CN equipped with the Hilbert-Schmidt

inner product the Hilbert-Schmidt space. With this in mind, Theorem 3.2.5 is given

without proof, but a proof can be found in [50].

Theorem 3.2.5. The set of normalized time frequency translates t 1?
N
e`τk : pk, `q P

pZ{NZq � pZ{NZqpu forms an orthonormal basis for the N2-dimensional Hilbert-

Schmidt space of linear operators on CN .

Last, we introduce the notion of Appϕq being Λ�-sparse. Theorem 3.2.7 will

show that this is both a sufficient and necessary condition for the tightness of Gabor

frames.

Definition 3.2.6. Let ϕ P CN and Λ � pZ{NZq � pZ{NZqp be a subgroup. Appϕq

is Λ�-sparse if for every pm,nq P Λ�ztp0, 0qu we have that Appϕqrm,ns � 0.
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Theorem 3.2.7. Let ϕ P CNzt0u and let Λ � Z{NZ � pZ{NZqp be a subgroup.

pϕ,Λq is a tight frame if and only if Appϕq is Λ�-sparse. Moreover, the frame bound

is given by |Λ|Appϕqr0, 0s.

Proof. By Janssen’s representation and using the definition of Appϕq we have

S � |Λ|
N

¸
pk,`qPΛ�

xe`τkϕ, ϕye`τk � |Λ|
N

¸
pk,`qPΛ�

xτkϕ, e�`ϕye`τk (3.2.16)

� |Λ|
¸

pk,`qPΛ�

Appϕqr�k,�`se`τk � |Λ|
¸

pk,`qPΛ�

Appϕqrk, `se�`τ�k (3.2.17)

The last equality comes from re-indexing by replacing pk, `q with p�k,�`q and using

the fact that Λ� is a subgroup of pZ{NZq � pZ{NZqp. Clearly, if Appϕq is Λ�-sparse,

then by (3.2.17) the frame operator will be |Λ|Appϕqr0, 0s times the identity. It

remains to show that Appϕq is a necessary condition. For S to be tight we need

S � |Λ|
¸

pk,`qPΛ�

Appϕqrk, `se`τk � AId. (3.2.18)

In particular, we can rewrite (3.2.18) to

¸
pk,`qPΛ�ztp0,0qu

|Λ|Appϕqrk, `se`τk � p|Λ|Appϕqr0, 0s � AqId � 0. (3.2.19)

By Theorem 3.2.5, the set of linear operators te`τk : pk, `q P Λ�u is linearly indepen-

dent. Thus, Appϕqrk, `s � 0 for every pk, `q P Λ�ztp0, 0qu and A � |Λ|Appϕqr0, 0s. We

conclude that, Appϕq is Λ�-sparse and the frame has the desired frame bound.

Theorem 3.2.7 is closely connected to the Wexler-Raz criterion. The Wexler-

Raz criterion checks whether a Gabor system pϕ̃,Λq is a dual frame to another Gabor

system, pϕ,Λq. Every frame pϕ,Λq has at least one dual frame, pS�1ϕ,Λq, and this

is known as its canonical dual frame. Theorem 3.2.7 is a special case of Wexler-Raz
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which confirms that the canonical dual frame associated with tight frames indeed

satisfies the Wexler-Raz criterion. Again, a proof is not given but can be found

in [50].

Theorem 3.2.8 (Wexler-Raz). Let Λ be a subgroup of pZ{NZq � pZ{NZqp. For

Gabor systems pϕ,Λq and pϕ̃,Λq we have

x �
¸

pk,`qPΛ

xx, e`τkϕ̃ye`τkϕ, x P CN , (3.2.20)

if and only if

xϕ, e`τkϕ̃y � N

|Λ|δpk,`q,p0,0q, pk, `q P Λ�. (3.2.21)

If pϕ,Λq is a tight frame, then the cannonical dual frame to pϕ,Λq is pA�1ϕ,Λq,

since S�1 � A�1Id. Using the Wexler-Raz criteron and using that A � |Λ|Appϕqr0, 0s

as in Theorem 3.2.7, then (3.2.20) holds if and only if,

1

|Λ|Appϕqr0, 0sxϕ, e`τkϕy �
N

|Λ| � δpk,`q,p0,0q, pk, `q P Λ�. (3.2.22)

This can be rewritten as

Appϕqrk, `s � Appϕqr0, 0sδpk,`q,p0,0q pk, `q P Λ�. (3.2.23)

This is the same condition as Appϕq being Λ�-sparse.

We close this section with a few operations on ϕ which preservere the Λ�-

sparsity of the ambiguity function.

Proposition 3.2.9. Let ϕ P CNzt0u and let Λ � Z{NZ � pZ{NZqp be a subgroup.

Suppose that Appϕq is Λ�-sparse. Then the following are also Λ�- sparse:
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(i) @k P Z{NZ, Appτkϕq

(ii) @` P pZ{NZqp, Appe`ϕq

(iii) @c P Czt0u, Appcϕq

(iv) Appϕq.

Proof. Each part follows quickly from the left equality in (3.2.2). For each pm,nq P

Λ� we compute:

(i) Let k P pZ{NZq. Then,

xτ�mτkϕ, enτkϕy � xτ�mϕ, e0τ�kenτkϕy � xτ�mϕ, enϕy � 0. (3.2.24)

(ii) Let ` P pZ{NZqp. Then,

xτ�me`ϕ, ene`ϕy � xe�n�`τ�me`τ0ϕ, ϕy � e�2πi`m{Nxe�nτ�mϕ, ϕy (3.2.25)

� e�2πi`m{Nxτ�mϕ, enϕy � 0. (3.2.26)

(iii) Let c P Czt0u. Then,

xτ�mcϕ, encϕy � |c|2xτ�mϕ, enϕy � 0. (3.2.27)

(iv) We compute,

xτ�mϕ, enϕy � xenϕ, τ�mϕy � xτmenϕ, ϕy � e�2πimn{Nxenτmϕ, ϕy (3.2.28)

� e2πimn{Nxτmϕ, e�nϕy � 0, (3.2.29)

since the product group inverse of pm,nq, i.e., p�m,�nq, is in Λ�.
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3.3 Tight Gabor Frames via CAZACS: Sparse AF Method

For most of the examples, we will use the following formulation of subgroup

Λ: Let K � xay and L � xby where N � abN 1 and gcdpa, bq � 1. That is, K is

the subgroup of pZ{NZq generated by a: xay � t0, a, � � � , pbN 1 � 1qau and L is the

subgroup of pZ{NZqp generated by b: xby � t0, b, � � � , paN 1 � 1qbu. Let Λ � K � L.

We first shall compute the adjoint subgroup of Λ � K � L. This requires us to

compute which time-frequency translates enτm commute with every time-frequency

translate e`τk with pk, `q P K � L. To that end, let e`τk with pk, `q P K � L,

and enτm be two time-frequency translates. We noted in Proposition 3.2.9 that

enτme`τk � e�2πi`m{Ne`�nτk�m. Switching k and m, as well as ` and n, we have

e`τkenτm � e�2πikn{Ne`�nτk�m. Thus, pm,nq P Λ� if and only if

`m � kn mod N, @pk, `q P Λ. (3.3.1)

Since k P K and ` P L we can write k � k1a and ` � `1b for some k1 P pZ{bN 1Zq and

`1 P pZ{aN 1Zq. Using this in (3.3.1) gives a new condition

`1bm � k1an mod N, @pk1, `1q P pZ{bN 1Zq � pZ{aN 1Zq. (3.3.2)

Lemma 3.3.1. Let N � abN 1 where gcdpa, bq � 1. pm,nq is a solution to (3.3.2)

if and only if m is a multiple of N 1a and n is a multiple of N 1b. In particular, if

Λ � K � L where K � xay and L � xby, then Λ� � N 1K �N 1L � xN 1ay � xN 1by.

Proof. First note that if m � rN 1a and n � sN 1b for some r P pZ{bZq and s P pZ{aZq

then the left hand side of (3.3.2) becomes

`1bprN 1aq � `1rpabN 1q � 0 mod N. (3.3.3)
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The right hand side of (3.3.2) becomes

k1apsN 1bq � k1spabN 1q � 0 mod N. (3.3.4)

Since (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) are equal we have that N 1K �N 1L � Λ�. Conversely, note

that since gcdpa, bq � 1, m must be a multiple of a, and n must be a multiple of b.

In other words, Λ� � K � L. Now, suppose m � ra and n � sb. Then, condition

(3.3.2) becomes

`1rab � k1sab mod N, @pk1, `1q P pZ{bN 1Zq � pZ{aN 1Zq. (3.3.5)

If N 1 � 1, the above is always true since N � abN 1 � ab and thus Λ� � N 1K�N 1L �

K � L. Assume that N 1 ¡ 1 and without loss of generality, assume N 1 - r. Then,

choose `1 � 1 and k1 � 0. We now have that the right hand side is 0 while the left

hand side cannot be a multiple of N . Thus, (3.3.5) cannot hold, N 1 | r and N 1 | s

is necessary, and we get Λ� � N 1K �N 1L.

The following examples rely on knowing where the discrete periodic ambiguity

function of the generating ϕ P CN is zero. To this end, we now compute the

discrete periodic ambiguity functions for the Chu, P4, Wiener (odd and even), and

Björck-Saffari sequences. The Milewski sequence has its discrete periodic ambiguity

function written without proof. To begin, the computation of the DPAF of the Chu

sequence is as follows,

Appϕqrm,ns � 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

eπipk�mqpk�m�1q{Ne�πikpk�1q{Ne�2πink{N (3.3.6)

� 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

eπirpk�mqpk�m�1q�kpk�1q�2nks{N (3.3.7)
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� 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

eπipk
2�2km�m2�k�m�k2�k�2nkq{N (3.3.8)

� 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

eπip2km�m2�m�2nkq{N (3.3.9)

� 1

N
eπipm

2�mq{N
N�1̧

k�0

e2πikpm�nq{N (3.3.10)

�

$'''&'''%
eπipm

2�mq{N , if m � n mod N

0, otherwise.

(3.3.11)

Note that in particular, everything off of the line n � m returns a zero. We will

leverage this fact in several of the examples. Next, we compute the DPAF of the

P4 sequence.

Appϕqrm,ns � 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

eπipk�mqpk�m�Nq{Ne�πikpk�Nq{Ne�2πink{N (3.3.12)

� 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

eπirpk�mqpk�m�Nq�kpk�Nq�2nks{N (3.3.13)

� 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

eπipk
2�2km�m2�Nk�Nm�k2�Nk�2nkq{N (3.3.14)

� 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

eπipm
2�Nm�2mk�2nkq{N (3.3.15)

� 1

N
p�1qmeπim2{N

N�1̧

k�0

e2πipm�nqk{N (3.3.16)

�

$'''&'''%
p�1qmeπim2{N , if m � n mod N

0, otherwise.

(3.3.17)

Like the Chu sequence, the DPAF of the P4 sequence is also only nonzero on the

diagonal n � m. Due to this fact, the Chu and P4 sequences will be used inter-

changably in the examples. For the Wiener sequences, we start with the case when
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N is odd. In that case, ϕ has the form

@k P pZ{NZq, ϕrks � e2πisk2{N . (3.3.18)

Then, the computation of the DPAF is as follows,

Appϕqrm,ns � 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

e2πispk�mq2{Ne�2πisk2{Ne�2πink{N (3.3.19)

� 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

e2πipsk2�2skm�sm2�sk2�nkq{N (3.3.20)

� 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

e2πipsm2�2skm�nkq{N (3.3.21)

� 1

N
e2πism2{N

N�1̧

k�0

e2πip2sm�nqk{N (3.3.22)

�

$'''&'''%
e2πism2{N , if 2sm � n mod N

0, otherwise.

(3.3.23)

Next, we do the case where N is even. In this case, ϕ has the form

@k P pZ{NZq, ϕrks � eπisk
2{N . (3.3.24)

In this case, the computation of the DPAF is as follows,

Appϕqrm,ns � 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

eπispk�mq2{Ne�πisk
2{Ne�2πink{N (3.3.25)

� 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

eπipsk
2�2skm�sm2�sk2�2nkq{N (3.3.26)

� 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

eπipsm
2�2skm�2knq{N (3.3.27)

� eπism
2{N 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

e2πipsm�nqk{N (3.3.28)
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�

$'''&'''%
eπism

2{N , if sm � n mod N

0, otherwise.

(3.3.29)

The last computation we have is for the square length Björck-Saffari sequence.

The computation of its DPAF proceeds as follows,

AppϕqrsN � t, kN � `s

� 1

N2

N�1̧

r�0

N�1̧

h�0

ϕrpr � sqN � ph� tqsϕrrN � hse�2πipkN�`qprN�hq{N2

(3.3.30)

� 1

N2

N�1̧

r�0

N�1̧

h�0

crh� tscrhse2πipr�s�t ph�tqN uqσph�tq{Ne�2πirσphq{Ne�2πirpkh�r`qN�`hs{N2

(3.3.31)

� 1

N2

N�1̧

h�0

crh� tscrhse2πips�t ph�tqN uqσph�tq{Ne�2πipkhN�`hq{N2
N�1̧

r�0

e2πipσph�tq�σphq�`qr{N

(3.3.32)

� 1

N

N�1̧

h�0

crh� tscrhse2πips�t ph�tqN uqσph�tq{Ne�2πipkhN�`hq{N2

(3.3.33)

if σph � tq � σphq � ` � 0 mod N , and 0 otherwise. In particular, if σphq � h for

all h, then the above condition reduces to t � ` mod N .

The DPAF of the Milewski sequence is written here without computation, but

the computation can be found in [10]. For the DPAF of the Milewski sequence,

Appϕq we have that NAppϕqrkN � `, ss is computed by$'''&'''%
0, if m � n mod N

°N�1
j�0 e2πipk�t j�`

N
u�jsq{MNAppvq

�
k � t j�`

N
u, s�`

N

�
, if m � n mod N.

(3.3.34)

We now proceed to examples utilizing Theorem 3.2.7. The first example uses

the K�L setup and applies it to the Chu and P4 sequence. As seen in (3.3.11) and
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(3.3.17), if ϕ is the Chu or P4 sequence, Appϕqrm,ns only has nonzero entries along

the diagonal m � n. We will leverage this fact for an easy proof of Proposition 3.3.2.

It should also be noted that some slight modifications can be made to easily extend

Proposition 3.3.2 to Wiener sequences.

Proposition 3.3.2. Let ϕ P CN be either the Chu or P4 sequence and let K � xay

and L � xby with gcdpa, bq � 1 and N � abN 1. Then, the Gabor system pϕ,K � Lq

is a tight Gabor frame with frame bound NN 1.

Proof. Using Lemma 3.3.1, we have that pm,nq P pK �Lq� if and only if m � raN 1

and n � sbN 1 for some r P pZ{bN 1Zq and s P pZ{aN 1Zq. However, Appϕqrm,ns � 0

if and only if m � n mod N , i.e. m,n P N 1KXN 1L. This intersection is generated

by lcmpN 1a,N 1bq � abN 1 � N . Thus, for pm,nq P pK �Lq�, Appϕqrm,ns � 0 if and

only if m � n � 0. By Theorem 3.2.7, we have that pϕ,K�Lq is a tight frame with

frame bound |Λ| � NN 1.

Note that other subgroups besides the K � L type subgroups can be used

in Proposition 3.3.2 to obtain the same result. The proof only required that for

every pm,nq P Λ�, m � n mod N unless pm,nq � p0, 0q. We provide an example

illustrating this idea, Proposition 3.3.3.

Proposition 3.3.3. Let ϕ P CN be either the Chu or P4 sequence and let Λ �

xpa, bqy where a � b and gcdpa,Nq � gcdpb,Nq � 1. Then, the Gabor system pϕ,Λq

is a tight Gabor frame with frame bound N .

Proof. Suppose gcdpa, bq � d. Let a � da1 and b � db1. Since gcdpa,Nq � 1 and

gcdpb,Nq � 1, the order of Λ is N and is the same subgroup as the one generated
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by pa1, b1q. Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that gcdpa, bq � 1. Then,

by (3.3.1), we know that pm,nq P Λ� if and only if

kn � `m mod N (3.3.35)

which can be rewritten as

san � sbm mod N. (3.3.36)

Letting s � 1, we see that an � bm mod N is a necessary condition and since

gcdpa, bq � 1 we need that n is a multiple of b and m is a multiple of a. It is clear

that multiples of pa, bq also work for s � 1 and so we have that Λ� � Λ. Since

gcdpa, bq � 1, we have that m � n if and only if m � n � 0. Thus, Appϕqrm,ns � 0

for every pm,nq P Λ� except at p0, 0q. Since |Λ| � N , we have that pϕ,Λq is a tight

frame with frame bound N .

Next, we examine the square length Björck-Saffari sequence. From (3.3.33),

the DPAF of the square length Björck-Saffari sequence is still sparse, and the nonzero

entries have regular structure when we use the identity permutation σpmq � m. We

leverage this fact to prove Proposition 3.3.4 and apply the same techniques as in

Proposition 3.3.2.

Proposition 3.3.4. Let c P CN and let ϕ P CN2
be the square length Björck-Saffari

sequence generated by c and σphq � h. Let K � xay and L � xby with gcdpa, bq � 1

and N2 � abN 1. Then, the Gabor system pϕ,K � Lq is a tight Gabor frame with

frame bound N2N 1.

Proof. Using Lemma 3.3.1, σphq � h, and (3.3.33) , if prN 1a, sN 1bq P N 1K � N 1L,
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then AppϕqrrN 1a, sN 1bs � 0 only if

rN 1a � sN 1b mod N (3.3.37)

for some r, s P pZ{NZq. From the proof of Proposition 3.3.2, we know that N 1K X

N 1L is generated by lcmpaN 1, bN 1q. We have that lcmpN 1a,N 1bq � N 1 lcmpa, bq �

abN 1 � N2 � 0 mod N . Moreover, if AppϕqrrN 1a, sN 1bs � 0, then r � s � 0.

By Theorem 3.2.7, we have that pϕ,K � Lq is a tight Gabor frame, and the frame

bound is |Λ| � N2N 1.

The next example utilizes Theorem 3.2.7, but has the opposite theme: the

discrete periodic amibguity function is mostly nonzero except for the “right” spots.

That is, Appϕqrm,ns � 0 for nearly every pm,nq R Λ� but Appϕq will still be Λ�-

sparse.

Proposition 3.3.5. Let u P CM be CAZAC, v P CN be CA, and ϕ P CMN be

defined by

ϕ � ub v (3.3.38)

where b is the Kronecker product. Assume gcdpM,Nq � 1 and let Λ � xMy � xNy.

Then, pϕ,Λq is a tight frame with frame bound MN .

Proof. We can write the prN � sq-th term of ϕ as

ϕrrN � ss � urrsvrss (3.3.39)

where r P pZ{MZq and s P pZ{NZq. We now compute the DPAF,

AppϕqrrN � s, `s
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� 1

MN

M�1̧

j�0

N�1̧

k�0

u

�
j � r �

Z
s� k

N

^�
vrs� ksurjsvrkse�2πipjN�kq`{MN (3.3.40)

� 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

vrs� ksvrkse�2πik`{MN 1

M

M�1̧

j�0

u

�
j � r �

Z
s� k

N

^�
urjse�2πij`{M

(3.3.41)

� 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

vrs� ksvrkse�2πik`{MNAppuq
�
r �

Z
s� k

N

^
, `

�
. (3.3.42)

By Lemma 3.3.1 we have that Λ� � Λ. Using (3.3.42), we can see that for prN, `Mq P

Λ�ztp0, 0qu we have

AppϕqrrN, `M s � 1

N

N�1̧

k�0

vrksvrkse�2πik`{NAppuqrr, `M s (3.3.43)

� Appuqrr, 0s
N

N�1̧

k�0

|vrks|2e�2πik`{N � 0 (3.3.44)

since one of r or ` is nonzero. Indeed, if r is nonzero, then since u has zero auto-

correlation, we have a multiplier of zero outside of the sum. On the other hand, if

r � 0 but ` � 0, then the sum will add up to zero since |vrks|2 � 1 for every k.

We now conclude by Theorem 3.2.7 that pϕ,Λq is a tight frame with frame bound

MN .

Although Appϕq is Λ�-sparse, (3.3.42) implies that most of the entries for

Appϕq are nonzero. This is illustrated by Figure 3.3.1. In Figure 3.3.1, u is the

Björck sequence efined in Section 2.1.

Proposition 3.3.6. Let ϕ P CMN2
be a Milewski sequence where the generating

v P CM is either the Chu or P4 sequence, and let a, b, j, N 1 be such that gcdpa, bq � 1,
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Figure 3.3.1: DPAF of ϕ � u b v where u is the length 7 Björck sequence and v is

the length 4 P4 sequence.

j |MN , N 1 � jN , and abN 1 �MN2. Let Λ � K �L where K � xay, and L � xby.

Then, pϕ,Λq is a tight frame with frame bound jMN3.

Proof. By Lemma 3.3.1, we have that Λ� � N 1K � N 1L. In particular, for every

pm,nq P Λ� we have that m � n � 0 mod N . Thus, using the second line of

(3.3.34), for pm,nq P Λ� we can write Appϕqrm,ns in the form

NAppϕqrm,ns �
N�1̧

j�0

eθrjsAppvqrm1, n1s (3.3.45)

where m1 � m{N and n1 � n{N . Since v is the Chu or P4 sequence, we have

that Appvqrm1, n1s � 0 if and only if m1 � n1 mod M . Furthermore, Λ� � xaN 1y �

xbN 1y � xajNy � xbjNy and so we have that m1 P xajy and n1 P xbjy. Thus, we
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have that m1 � n1 mod M if and only if m1, n1 P xajy X xbjy � xlcmpaj, bjqy. Since

gcdpa, bq � 1, lcmpaj, bjq � abj � MN since abjN � abN 1 � MN2. We want to

view xajy and xbjy as being subgroups of pZ{MNZq, thus we have that m1 � n1

mod MN if and only if m1 � n1 � 0 mod MN . Therefore, if pm,nq P Λ�, then

Appϕq � 0 except for pm,nq � p0, 0q. By Theorem 3.2.7, we conclude that pϕ,Λq is

a tight frame with frame bound jMN3.
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3.4 Tight Gabor Frames via CAZACs: Gram Matrix Method

The framework of this last section is as follows: First, we explicitly compute

the entries of the Gram matrix by using the discrete periodic ambiguity function.

Then, we show that the first N columns or rows have disjoint supports. Last, we

show that every other column or row is a constant multiple of one of the first N

rows or columns, and show that there is only one nonzero eigenvalue. This allows

us to conclude that the Gabor system is indeed a tight frame.

First, we show that the Gram matrix of a Gabor system pϕ,Λq can be written

in terms of the discrete periodic ambiguity function of ϕ. To start, we establish the

main tool for determining when frames are tight via its Gram matrix.

Theorem 3.4.1. Let H be an N-dimensional Hilbert space and let F � tviuMi�1 be

a frame for H. F is a tight frame if and only if rankpGq � N and G has a single

eigenvalue.

For all that follows let ϕ P CNzt0u and let us write out the Gabor system as

F � te`mτkmϕ : m P 0, � � � ,Mu. Then, we can compute the pm,nq-th entry of the

Gram matrix:

Gm,n � xe`mτkmϕ, e`nτknϕy �
Ņ

j�0

e2πi`mj{Nϕrj � kmse�2πi`nj{Nϕrj � kns (3.4.1)

�
Ņ

j�0

e�2πip`n�`mqj{Nϕrj � kmsϕrj � kns (3.4.2)

�
Ņ

j�0

e�2πip`n�`mqpj�kn�knq{Nϕrj � kn � pkn � kmqsϕrj � kns (3.4.3)

� e�2πiknp`n�`mq{N
Ņ

j�0

ϕrj � pkn � kmqsϕrjse�2πip`n�`mqj{N (3.4.4)
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� Ne�2πiknp`n�`mq{NAppϕqrkn � km, `n � `ms (3.4.5)

Next, we apply (3.4.5) to (3.3.11), (3.3.17), (3.3.23), and (3.3.29) to explicitly

write down the Gabor matrix of the Chu, P4, and Wiener CAZAC sequences. For

convenience, we define rmn :� pkn � kmq � p`n � `mq. Using this notation, we get

the following Gram matrices:

Chu sequence:

Gmn �

$'''&'''%
Ne�2πirknrmn� 1

2
pr2mn�rmnqs{N , if p`n � `mq � pkn � kmq mod N

0, otherwise.

(3.4.6)

P4 Sequence:

Gmn �

$'''&'''%
Np�1qrmne�2πirknrmn� 1

2
r2mns{N , if pkn � kmq � p`n � `mq mod N

0, otherwise.

(3.4.7)

Odd Length Wiener Sequence:

Gmn �

$'''&'''%
Ne�4πisknrmn{Ne2πisr2mn{N , if 2spkn � kmq � p`n � `mq mod N

0, otherwise.

Even Length Wiener Sequence:

Gmn �

$'''&'''%
Ne�2πisknrmn{Neπism

2{N , if spkn � kmq � p`n � `mq mod N

0, otherwise.

We now apply the outlined method to the the Chu and P4 sequence. We treat

these two cases simultaneously since both have the property that Appϕqrm,ns � 0 if
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m � n, and are nonzero when m � n. The computation in Lemma 3.4.4 is different

for the P4 case, but the same ideas can be used achieve the same result. The Wiener

case has direct analogues of the results in the Chu and P4 cases, and we will only

highlight the key differences in the proofs instead of reiterating the details. Before

proceeding, we need a useful fact about the Gram matrix which can easily be derived

from the singular value decomposition of the analysis operator.

Lemma 3.4.2. Let F be an m�n complex-valued matrix and let G :� FF �. Then,

rank(G) = rank(F ).

Proof. First, we write F in terms of its SVD: F � UDV � where D is an m � n

rectangular diagonal matrix and U and V are m �m and n � n unitary matrices,

respectively. Note that G � FF � � UDV �V D�U� � UDD�U� � UD2U�. In

particular, D2
ij � |Dij|2 and from this we conclude rankpGq � rankpF q.

For the following propostions, we shall use the following arrangement for the

Gram matrix. Let pϕ,K � Lq be a Gabor system in CN . We shall iterate by

modulation first, then iterate by translations. In other words, the analysis operator,

F , will be a |K||L| � N matrix where the m-th row is given by m � r|L| � s,

r P pZ{|K|Zq, s P pZ{|L|Zq, and the m � r|L| � s-th row corresponds to e`sτkrϕ.

Proposition 3.4.3. Let N � ab with gcdpa, bq � 1 and let ϕ P CN be either the

Chu or P4 sequence. Let K � xay and L � xby. Then, the Gabor system pϕ,K �Lq

is a tight frame with frame bound N .

Proof. By construction, |K| � b, |L| � a and so the Gabor system pϕ,K � Lq has

ab � N vectors. Since lcmpa, bq � N , we have that K X L � t0u. From Section
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???, we have that Gm,n � 0 if and only if p`n � `mq � pkn � kmq. By design of K

and L, we have that p`n � `mq � jb and pkn � kmq � j̃a for some j, j̃. In particular,

pkn � kmq P K and p`n � `mq P L, and can only be equal if both belong to K X L.

Thus, Gm,n � 0 if and only if p`n�`mq � pkn�kmq � 0, i.e. j � j̃ � 0. We conclude

that the nonzero entries lie only on the diagonal of G. Using formulas (3.4.6) and

(3.4.7), we see that for each n P pZ{NZq, Gn,n � N and G � NIdN . Thus, the

Gabor system pϕ,K � Lq is a tight frame with frame bound N .

Lemma 3.4.4. Let ϕ P CN be either the Chu or P4 sequence and let N � abN 1

where gcdpa, bq � 1. Suppose G is the Gram matrix generated by the Gabor system

pϕ,K�Lq where K � xay and L � xby. Then, there exist functions f, g : NYt0u Ñ C

such that Gmn{N � fpnqgpmq wherever Gmn � 0.

Proof. We will only cover the case of the Chu sequence. The case of the P4 sequence

follows by replacing e�πirmn{N with p�1qrmn and carrying out the same computations.

If Gmn � 0, then we have

Gmn{N � e�2πiknrmn{Ne�πirmn{Neπir
2
mn{N (3.4.8)

where

rmn � kn � km � `n � `m � jab. (3.4.9)

Note that kn � cnab � dna and km � cmab � dma where cn, cm P pZ{N 1Zq, dn, dm P

pZ{bZq. However, by (3.4.9), j � cn � cm and dn � dm. Putting this back into

(3.4.8) and using ω � e2πi{N and ζ � e2πi{N 1
, we have

Gmn{N � ω�pcnab�dnaqpcn�cmqabω�pcn�cmqab{2ωpcn�cmq
2a2b2{2 (3.4.10)
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� ζ�cnabpcn�cmqζ�dnapcn�cmqζ�pcn�cmq{2ζabpc
2
n�2cncm�c2mq{2 (3.4.11)

� ζ�c
2
nabζcncmabζ�dnapcn�cmqζ�pcn�cmq{2ζabpc

2
n�c2mq{2ζ�abcncm (3.4.12)

� ζ�c
2
nab{2ζ�dncnaζ�cn{2ζc

2
mab{2ζdmcmaζcm{2. (3.4.13)

Here we have used the crucial fact that dn � dm. Thus, we can write nonzero entries

of Gmn as fpnqgpmq where

fpnq � ζ�c
2
nab{2ζ�dncnaζ�cn{2 (3.4.14)

and

gpmq � ζπic
2
mab{2ζdmcmaζcm{2. (3.4.15)

Lemma 3.4.5. Let ϕ P CN be either the Chu or P4 sequence and let N � abN 1

where gcdpa, bq � 1. Suppose G is the Gram matrix generated by the Gabor system

pϕ,K �Lq where K � xay and L � xby. Then, the support of the rows (or columns)

of G either completely coincide or are completely disjoint.

Proof. Let us denote the m-th row of G as gm, and all indices are implictly taken

modulo N . We shall show that if there is at least one index n P pZ{NZq such

that gmrns � gm1rns � 0, and m � m1, then supppgmq � supppgm1q. Suppose that

gmrns � gm1rns � 0. Then, kn� km � `n� `m � jab and kn� km1 � `n� `m1 � j1ab.

We can rearrange these two equations to obtain the following

km � kn � jab (3.4.16)

and

kn � km1 � j1ab. (3.4.17)
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Now suppose there is another n1 P pZ{NZq where gmrn1s � 0. Then, we have

kn1 � km � j̃ab. (3.4.18)

Substiuting (3.4.16) and (3.4.17) into (3.4.18), we have

j̃ab � kn1 � km � kn1 � kn � jab � kn1 � km1 � j1ab� jab,

which can be rearranged to obtain

pj1 � j̃ � jqab � kn1 � km1 .

Note that pj1 � j̃ � jq P pZ{NZq and that these same computations can be done

replacing k with `. Thus, gm1rn1s � 0 as well and the result is proved.

Remark 3.4.6. Let gcdpa, bq � 1, N � abN 1, K � xay, L � xby, ϕ P CN be the

Chu and P4 sequence, and consider the system pϕ,K �Lq. In light of Lemma 3.4.4

and Lemma 3.4.5, if two rows of the Gram matrix G have supports which coincide,

they must be constant multiples of each other, where this multiple has modulus

1. Indeed, if gm and gm1 have coinciding supports then for each n where they are

nonzero we have

Gmn

Gm1n

� Nfpnqgpmq
Nfpnqgpm1q �

gpmq
gpm1q .

This also gives us a formula for finding the constant multiple, should we desire it.

This idea is illustrated with Figure 3.4.1, where two sets of rows with coinciding

supports are highlighted in red and blue, respectively.

Theorem 3.4.7. Let K � xay, L � xby, and N � abN 1 with gcdpa, bq � 1. Fur-

thermore, let ϕ P CN be either the Chu or P4 sequence. Then, the Gabor system

pϕ,K � Lq has the following properties:
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Figure 3.4.1: Support of G in the case N = 18, ϕ is the P4 sequence, a � 2, b � 3,

and N 1 � 3.

(i) rankpGq � N .

(ii) The nonzero eigenvalues of G are NN 1.

In particular, (i) and (ii) together imply that the Gabor system pϕ,K �Lq is a tight

frame with frame bound NN 1.

Proof. (i) We shall show that the support of the first N columns are disjoint, and

then conclude that rankpGq � N . K and L are subgroups of pZ{NZq and that

K X L � xaby. Moreover, Gmn � 0 if and only if p`n � `mq � pkn � kmq mod N .

Since K and L are subgroups, this can only happen if the subtractions lie in the
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intersections of the two groups. That is, Gmn � 0 if and only if

p`n � `mq � pkn � kmq � jab mod N (3.4.19)

where j P pZ{N 1Zq. Let m P pZ{NZq. By p3.4.19q, we have that for Gmn � 0 we

must have that kn � pkm � jabq for some j. Since km P K, we have that

kn � pjma� jabq � apjm � jbq (3.4.20)

for some jm P pZ{bN 1Zq and some j P pZ{N 1Zq.

By the ordering we used for the columns of G, we can write the index for

column n in terms of kn and `n by

n � pkn{aqaN 1 � `n{b � knN
1 � `n{b. (3.4.21)

In particular, we would like n ¤ N , and for that we need that kn   ab. Looking at

(3.4.20), we need pjm � jbq   b. There is exactly one such j P pZ{N 1Zq which can

achieve this and it is obtained by setting j � �tjm{bu. Thus, for each row m, there is

exactly 1 column n ¤ N where Gmn � 0, and therefore the first N columns of G are

linearly independent. Thus, we conclude rankpGq ¥ N . By Lemma 3.4.2, we know

that rank(G) = rank(L). Since L is an M �N matrix, we have that rankpGq ¤ N

and we have that rankpGq � N .

(ii) Let gn be the n-th column of G, with n ¤ N . We wish to show that

Ggn � NN 1gn. Note that Ggnrms is given by the inner product of the m-th row

and the n-th column of G. Furthermore, since G is self-adjoint, the n-th column

is also the conjugate of the n-th row. If gnrms � 0, then Gmn � 0 and Gnn � 0.

Thus, by Lemma 3.4.5 rows m and n have supports that coincide. By Lemma 3.4.4,
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Gmp�q � Cmg
�
n, where |Cm| � 1. Thus, Ggnrms � Cm}gn}2

2 � N2N 1Cm. It is easily

computed that Gnn � N , so by Lemma 3.4.4, we have that gnrms � NCm. In

particular, we get Ggnrms � pNN 1qpNCmq. Thus, the first N columns of G are

eigenvectors of G and all have eigenvalue NN 1. It now follows that the system is a

tight frame with frame bound NN 1.

Remark 3.4.8. In general, if gcdpa, bq ¡ 1, then the above result will not hold. Let

ϕ P C4 be the P4 sequence. That is, ϕ � p1,�?2{2 � i
?

2{2,�1,�?2{2 � i
?

2{2q.

Let K � t0, 2u and L � t0, 2u. Note that this would give a � b � gcdpa, bq � 2.

The Gabor system pϕ,K � Lq is given by

pϕ,K � Lq � tπp0, 0qϕ, πp0, 2qϕ, πp2, 0qϕ, πp2, 2qϕu

�

$''''''''''&''''''''''%
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,//////////.//////////-
.

Note that the first and fourth vectors are multiples of each other, as well as the

second and third vectors. Specifically,

πp0, 0qϕ � �πp2, 2qϕ and πp0, 2qϕ � �πp2, 0qϕ. (3.4.22)

We conclude from this that the dimension of the span of the Gabor system pϕ,K�Lq

is only 2, and the Gabor system in question is not a frame.

We close this section with brief mentions about the proofs in the Wiener

sequence case. To simplify further, we only mention the odd length case, but one

can easily make the highlighted adjustments in the even case as well.
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Lemma 3.4.9. Let ϕ P CN be a Wiener sequence of odd length and let N � abN 1

where gcdpa, bq � 1. Suppose G is the Gram matrix generated by the Gabor system

pϕ,K�Lq, where K � xay and L � xby. Then, there exist functions f, g : NYt0u Ñ

C such that Gmn{N � fpnqgpmq wherever Gmn � 0.

To prove Lemma 3.4.9, the same technique used in Lemma 3.4.4 of writing

kn � cnab � dna and km � cmab � dma can be used, and the result follows from

similar computations to Lemma 3.4.4.

Lemma 3.4.10. Let ϕ P CN be a Wiener sequence of odd length and let N � abN 1

where gcdpa, bq � 1. Suppose G is the Gram matrix generated by pϕ,K � Lq, where

K � xay and L � xby. Then, the support of the rows (and columns) of G either

completely coincide or are completely disjoint.

To prove Lemma 3.4.10, one needs to replace jab, j1ab, j̃ab in Lemma 3.4.5

with 2sjab, 2sj1ab, and 2sj̃ab, and the same result will hold.

Theorem 3.4.11. Let K � xay, L � xby, and N � abN 1 with gcdpa, bq � 1.

Furthermore, let ϕ P CN be a Wiener sequence of odd length. Then, the Gabor

system pϕ,K � Lq has the following properties:

(i) rankpGq � N .

(ii) The nonzero eigenvalues of G are NN 1.

In particular, (i) and (ii) combined imply that the Gabor system pϕ,K � Lq is a

tight frame with bound NN 1.
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As with the modification used in Lemma 3.4.10, one only needs to change any

instance of jab in Theorem 3.4.7 with 2sjab and apply the appropriate computations

to prove Theorem 3.4.11.
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Chapter 4: Generalizing the CAZAC Property

4.1 Generalizing CAZAC: Introduction and Motivation

In this chapter we explore possible generalizations of the CAZAC property

to T and R. Given that the autocorrelation function in CN can be viewed as inner

products of a vector and its translates, the most natural definition of autocorrelation

on the real line would be to use the inner product for the Hilbert space L2pRq.

Definition 4.1.1. For f P L2pRq define its autocorrelation function, Apfq by,

@x P R, Apfqpxq �
»
R
fpt� xqfptq dt. (4.1.1)

However, if we wish to make an analogue of CAZAC sequences for functions

on R, it is clear that L2pRq is not an appropriate space to consider since if f is

such that |fpxq| � 1 for every x P R, it is obvious that f R L2pRq. The following

theorem shows that even if we ignore the constant amplitude condition for the time

being, L2pRq still is not an appropriate space for searching for zero autocorrelation

functions as it merely leads to the zero function.

Theorem 4.1.2. Let f P L2pRq, and suppose we have that,

@x P R, x � 0, Apfqpxq �
»
R
fpt� xqfptq dt � 0. (4.1.2)
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Then, f � 0 a.e.

Proof. Let tgnu8n�1 � C8
c pRq be such that for every n, }f � gn}2 ¤ 1{p2}f}2 � 1qn.

Then, for every x P R,

|Apfqpxq � Apgnqpxq| � |xτ�xf, fy � xτ�xgn, gny| (4.1.3)

� |xτ�xf, fy � xτ�xgn, fy � xτ�xgn, fy � xτ�xgn, gny| (4.1.4)

¤ |xτ�xpf � gnq, fy| � |xτ�xgn, pf � gnqy| (4.1.5)

¤ }f � gn}2}f}2 � }gn}2}f � gn}2 (4.1.6)

¤ }f}2

p2}f}2 � 1qn �
}f}2 � 1

p2}f}2 � 1qn �
1

n
. (4.1.7)

Thus, Apgnq converges to Apfq uniformly. Since Apgnq is defined by a convolution

integral, we have that Apgnq P C8
c pRq. We conclude that Apfq must be continuous

and that Apfqp0q � 0. In particular,

Apfqp0q �
»
R
|fptq|2 dt � 0 (4.1.8)

implies that f � 0 a.e.

To circumvent the problems outlined above, we examien two possible alterna-

tives: distribution theory and Wiener’s theory of generalized harmonic analysis.

The reason for trying distribtuion theory is natural. For zero autocorrelation

we would want the autocorrelation to be zero almost everywhere except at the origin

where the constant amplitude property would make the autocorrelation “infinity”.

This sounds much like the delta “function” and even more naturally if we formally

take the Fourier transform of both sides of the equation

S � S � δ, (4.1.9)
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then we obtain

|pS|2 � 1. (4.1.10)

As for Wiener’s generalized harmonic analysis, Wiener originally developed

this theory to do harmonic analysis of white light which is not L2pRq but is L8pRq [5].

In particular, Wiener’s generalized harmonic analysis theory was developed for non-

periodic functions which were notL1pRq or L2pRq. We will provide a brief overview of

the generalized harmonic analysis theory which is relevant for analyzing the class of

CAZAC functions on R, but will first motivate it by showing that the autocorrelation

function given in generalized harmonic analysis theory does allow for at least one

non-trivial CAZAC function on R with respect to this autocorrelation.
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4.2 CAZAC Property for Periodic Functions

The main focus of this section is to define the ambiguity function of finL2pTq

and to then relate it to the discrete periodic ambiguity function in the discrete

case. What Theorem 4.2.2 shows is that the ambiguity function on the torus can

be approximated by uniformly sampling the function f P L2pTq and computing the

discrete periodic ambiguity function using those samples as the input vector. We

finish this section giving an explicit example using Theorem 4.2.2.

Definition 4.2.1. Let f P L2pTq. We define the ambiguity function of f , Apfq :

T� ZÑ C, by

Apfqpx, nq �
» 1{2

�1{2
fpt� xqfptqe�2πint dt �

» 1

0

fpt� xqfptqe�2πint dt. (4.2.1)

Theorem 4.2.2. Let f P CpTq and let x � p{q P Q. Define fk,q P Ckq by

@j P pZ{kqZq, fk,qrjs � f

�
j

kq



, (4.2.2)

Then,

@n P Z, Apfqpx, nq � lim
kÑ8

Appfk,qqrkp, ns (4.2.3)

Proof. Using a Riemann sum with kq uniform width rectangles, k P N, we compute» 1

0

fpt� xqfptqe�2πint dt � lim
kÑ8

1

kq

kq�1̧

j�0

f

�
j

kq
� p

q



f

�
j

kq



e�2πinj{kq (4.2.4)

� lim
kÑ8

1

kq

kq�1̧

j�0

f

�
j � kp

kq



f

�
j

kq



e�2πinj{kq (4.2.5)

� lim
kÑ8

1

kq

kq�1̧

j�0

fk,qrj � kpsfk,qrjse�2πinj{kq (4.2.6)

� Appfk,qqrkp, ns.
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In particular, Theorem 4.2.2 allows us to approximate the ambiguity function

for functions on the torus by using discrete approximations of the function and

computing the ambiguity function of the discrete sequence. We can adapt Theo-

rem 4.2.2 for the torus of length 2T (as opposed to length 1, i.e. T) and obtain

discrete approximations to the mean autocorrelation function.

Theorem 4.2.3. Let Φ P L8pRq, x � p{q P Q, and define ΦT,q P CTq, T P N, by

ΦT,qrjs � Φ

�
2T

�
�1

2
� j

2Tq




. (4.2.7)

Then,

RpΦqpxq � lim
TÑ8

AppΦT,qqrp, 0s. (4.2.8)

Proof. Using a Riemann sum with uniform width rectangles of width 2Tq,

RpΦqpxq � lim
TÑ8

1

2T

» T
�T

Φpt� xqΦptq dt (4.2.9)

� lim
TÑ8

» 1{2

�1{2
Φp2Ts� xqΦp2Tsq ds (4.2.10)

� lim
TÑ8

» 1{2

�1{2
Φ

�
2Tsq � p

q



Φp2Tsq ds (4.2.11)

� lim
TÑ8

1

2Tq

2Tq�1¸
j�0

Φ

�
2T

�
�1

2
� j � p

2Tq




Φ

�
2T

�
�1

2
� j

2Tq




(4.2.12)

� lim
TÑ8

1

2Tq

2Tq�1¸
j�0

ΦT,qrj � psΦT,qrjs (4.2.13)

� lim
TÑ8

AppΦT,qqrp, 0s.

We now give a specific example illustrating Theorem 4.2.2. We will compute

the ambiguity function using both the integral version and using the formula given

by (4.2.3). Let, fptq � e2πit2 , p{q P Q, and n P Z. First, we compute Apfqpp{q, nq
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using the integral form,

Apfqpp{q, nq �
» 1

0

e2πipt� p
q q2e�2πit2e�2πint dt (4.2.14)

�
» 1

0

e
2πi

��
t2� 2p

q
t� p2

q2



�t2�nt

�
dt (4.2.15)

� e2πip2{q2
» 1

0

ep4p�2nqqπit{q dt (4.2.16)

� e2πip2{q2

p4p� 2nqqπiq
�
ep4p�2nqqπi{q � 1

�
(4.2.17)

� qe2πip2{q2ep2p�nqqπi{q

p2p� nqqπ � e
p2p�nqqπi{q � e�p2p�nqqπi{q

2i
(4.2.18)

� e2πip2{q2ep2p�nqqπi{qsincpp2p� nqqπ{qq. (4.2.19)

Now, we turn to the limit form given by (4.2.3). We will show that we will ultimately

get the same result as in (4.2.19). We compute,

lim
kÑ8

Appfk,qqrkp, ns � lim
kÑ8

1

kq

kq�1̧

j�0

fk,qrj � kpsfk,qrjse�2πinj{kq (4.2.20)

� lim
kÑ8

1

kq

kq�1̧

j�0

f

�
j � kp

kq



f

�
j

kq



e�2πinj{kq (4.2.21)

� lim
kÑ8

1

kq

kq�1̧

j�0

e2πip j�kpkq q2e�2πij2{k2q2e�2πinj{kq (4.2.22)

� e2πip2{q2 lim
kÑ8

1

kq

kq�1̧

j�0

ep4p�2nqqπij{kq2 (4.2.23)

� e2πip2{q2 lim
kÑ8

1

kq
� e

p4p�2nqqπikq{kq2 � 1

ep4p�2nqqπi{kq2 (4.2.24)

� e2πip2{q2pep4p�2nqqπi{q � 1q lim
kÑ8

1

kq
� 1

ep4p�2nqqπi{kq2 � 1
(4.2.25)

� e2πip2{q2ep2p�nqqπi{qsincpp2p� nqqπ{qq. (4.2.26)
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4.3 CAZAC Property Using Distribution Theory

In this section we instead extend the CAZAC property to R using distribution

theory. We begin with a brief exposition of distribution theory and relevant theorems

and then define the CAZAC property for tempered distributions. We prove that

this property leads to a “CAZAC if and only if the Fourier transform is CAZAC”

property.

Definition 4.3.1.

(a) Let f : R Ñ C be an infinitely differentiable function. f is an element of the

Schwartz space SpRq if

@n P NY t0u, }f}pnq � sup
0¤j¤n

sup
tPR

p1� |t|2qn|f pjqptq|   8. (4.3.1)

(b) The following subspace inclusions hold,

C8
c pRq � SpRq � L1pRq X L2pRq X ApRq.

(c) Using (4.3.1) we define the function ρ : SpRq � SpRq Ñ R� as

@f, g P SpRq, ρpf, gq �
8̧

n�0

1

2n
}f � g}pnq

1� }f � g}pnq . (4.3.2)

The major motivation of defining the Schwartz space here is to get an analogue

of the L2pRq theory of Fourier transforms. That is, we want to establish the property

that Fourier transforms of Schwartz functions are Schwartz functions. This will

in turn, allow us to motivate Fourier transforms of tempered distrubutions. The

following theorem establishes the desired property.
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Theorem 4.3.2.

(a) The mapping SpRq Ñ SppRq, f ÞÑ pf , is a bijection.

(b) The mapping ρ defined by (4.3.2) is a metric on SpRq, and the metric space

SpRq equipped with ρ is complete.

(c) The Fourier transform mapping of part (a), where SpRq is given the metrizable

topology from part (b) is bicontinuous. In particular, the Fourier transform

mapping is a matric space isomorphism.

Definition 4.3.3. A linear function T : SpRq Ñ C, f ÞÑ T pfq is a tempered

distribution if for every sequence tfnu � SpRq satisfying

@k,m ¥ 0, lim
nÑ8

}tmf pkqn ptq}8 � 0, (4.3.3)

we have that T pfnq Ñ 0. We denote the space of all tempered distributions on R as

S 1pRq.

One can show that (4.3.3) is an equivalent condition to fn Ñ 0 with the metric

defined by ρ. Since SpRq � L1pRq, and the Banach dual of L1pRq is L8pRq, we have

that L8pRq � S 1pRq. In particular, this motivates the idea of defining the CAZAC

property on L8pRq functions by using the theory of tempered distributions. To make

this happen, first we need to define Fourier transform of a tempered distribution.

Recall Parseval’s formula:

@f, g P L2pRq,
»
R
fptqgptq dt �

»
R

pfpγqpgpγq dγ. (4.3.4)
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By the Riesz Representation Theorem, we can instead view g and pg as a test func-

tions, f and pf as linear functionals, Tf and T pf , and now rewrite (4.3.4) instead

as

@f, g P L2pRq, Tf pgq � T pf ppgq. (4.3.5)

By replacing the test functions in L2pRq with SpRq and the linear functionals

from L2pRq with S 1pRq we can define the Fourier transform of tempered distributions

as follows.

Definition 4.3.4. Let T P S 1pRq. We define pT P S 1pRq to be the tempered distri-

bution which satisfies

@f P SpRq, pT p pfq � T pfq. (4.3.6)

Note that the L2pRq autocorrelation as defined in Section 4.1 can also be

written as Apfqp�xq � f � f̃ . Moreover, the proof that a sequence is CAZAC if

and only if CAZAC essentially relied upon the exchange formula: f � g � pfpg. To

properly establish the CAZAC property we need to make sense of convolving two

tempered distributions and multiplying two tempered distributions. To motivate

convolution, first let f, g, h P SpRq. Then,

pf � gqphq �
»
R
pf � gqptqhptq dt �

»
R

»
R
gpt� xqfpxqhptq dx dt (4.3.7)

�
»
R
fpxq

»
R
gpt� xqhptq dt dx (4.3.8)

�
»
R
fpxq

»
R
gpyqhpx� yq dy dx (4.3.9)

Imagining f and g as distributions instead, we define the convolution of S, T P S 1pRq

as the following.
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Definition 4.3.5. Let S, T P S 1pRq. Then, we define the convolution of S and T ,

S � T by

@f P SpRq, pS � T qpfq � SpuqrT pvqrfpu� vqss. (4.3.10)

Definition 4.3.5 is does not give a well-defined definition of convolution for

tempered distributions. The main problem is that T pvqrfpu� vqs might not return

a function which is in SpRq in the u variable. To see this, let S � T � 1 P S 1pRq.

Let f P SpRq be such that f ¡ 0 (e.g. fptq � expp�πt2q. Then, we have that

T pvqrfpu� vqs �
»
R
fpu� vq dv � }f}1. (4.3.11)

In particular, this is a constant function in the u variable which is nonzero. Thus,

Spuqr}f}1s � 8 and the convolution is undefined.

Setting aside the question of the existence of the convolution, the final goal is to

obtain an exchange formula for tempered distributions, i.e. for S, T P S 1pRq, S�T �

pS pT , for certain tempered distributions S and T . The following definition leads to a

sufficient condition under which S and T will have an exchange formula.

Definition 4.3.6. Let S, T P S 1pRq. The S 1pRq-convolution of S � T exists if

@f, g P SpRq, pS � fqpT̃ � gq P L1pRq, (4.3.12)

where T̃ ptqrgptqs :� T ptqgp�tq.

It should be noted that if S P S 1pRq and f P SpRq, and returning to the formula

(4.3.7), we can write pS �fq as pS �fqpvq � Spuqfpv�uq. In particular, we can view

Spuqfpv� uq as the evaluation of Spvqrfpv� uqs with v as a parameter. Looking at
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(4.3.9), we note that for any g P SpRq, we also have that pS�fqpgq � Spuqrf �g̃p�uqs,

where g̃puq � gp�uq. Since the convolution of two Schwartz functions is still a

Schwartz function, Spuqrpf � g̃qs ¤ }S}S1pRq}pf � g̃q}pSpRq,ρq. In particular, we have

that pS �fqpvq is a function on R and pS �fqpvq P CbpRq. Thus, the multiplication in

(4.3.12) is well-defined and is in the sense of pointwise multiplication of functions.

Theorem 4.3.7. Let S, T P S 1pRq and assume the S 1pRq-convoluion of S and T

exists. Then, S � T P S 1pRq and pS and pT are multiplicable in the sense that,

pS pT � pS � T qp. (4.3.13)

The multiplication of distributions is a rich theory with many applications,

but we shall not go into those details here. We instead turn to defining the CAZAC

property for tempered distributions.

Definition 4.3.8. Let S P S 1pRq. We say that S is constant amplitude if

|pS| � 1, a.e. (4.3.14)

and we say that S is zero autocorrelation if the S 1-convolution of S with itself exists

and,

S � S � δ. (4.3.15)

We say that S is CAZAC if it satsifes both (4.3.14) and (4.3.15).

Theorem 4.3.9. Let S P S 1pRq. Furthermore, suppose that the S 1-convolution of pS
with itself exists. Then, S is CAZAC if and only if pS is also CAZAC.
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Proof. Suppose S is zero autocorrelation. Since, the S 1-convolution exists, by The-

orem 4.3.7, we have that

pS � Sqp� |pS|2 � pδ � 1. (4.3.16)

In particular, pS is constant amplitude. Suppose that S is constant amplitude.

Again, by Theorem 4.3.7, we have that

ppS � pSq � p|S|2qq� q1 � δ. (4.3.17)

Since L8pRq � S 1pRq and the Fourier transform of fptq � e�2πit2 is pfpωq �
eπiω

2{2, f satisfies this definition of CAZAC property (i.e. for tempered distribu-

tions), and more importantly, at least one non-trivial example exists. To close this

section, we briefly explain the distributional derivative, which clarifies some of the

theory contained in Wiener’s original work on generalized harmonic analysis [5] in

the next section. To that end, first recall the classic real variable integration by

parts formula: For f, g P C8
c pRq,»
R
f 1ptqgptq dt � �

»
R
fptqg1ptq dt. (4.3.18)

From this we obtain the definition of the distributional derivative by instead replac-

ing f 1ptq with a linear functional S, gptq with a Schwartz class function, and view

the integration as evaluating the linear functional.

Definition 4.3.10. Let S P S 1pRq. We define the distributional derivative S 1 to be

the S 1 which satisfies

@f P SpRq, S 1pfq :� �Spf 1q. (4.3.19)
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4.4 CAZAC Property Using Wiener’s Genrealized Harmonic Analy-

sis

In 1930, Norbert Wiener explored generalizations of the Fourier transform for

functions which were in L8pRq but not L2pRq. His primary motivation was to study

the spectrum of white light. The result was what he called generalized harmonic

analysis, or GHA for short. We present a modernized version of Wiener’s GHA

with the context of Schwarz’s distribution theory added in. A detailed exposition

of Wiener’s generalized harmonic analysis, as well as many of its mathematical

applications, can be found in [13]. The goal of this section is to provide a foundation

for analyzing the CAZAC property given by Wiener’s generalized harmonic analysis.

Definition 4.4.1. The Banach space dual of AppRq is denoted as A1ppRq and is called

the space of pseudo-measures on pR.

If we let F : L1pRq Ñ AppRq be the Fourier transform map and recall that the

Banach space dual of L1pRq is L8pRq. Then, the transpose map of F , F � : A1ppRq Ñ
L8pRq is defined by

@S P A1ppRq and @f P L1pRq, xF �S, fy � xS, Ffy. (4.4.1)

Equation 4.4.1 is a small abuse of notation in the sense that given f P L8pRq, g P

L1pRq or f P A1ppRq, g P AppRq, by xf, gy we really mean xf, gy � Tf pgq where Tf is

the linear functional associated with f . We shall write F �S � pS and call pS P L8pRq
the Fourier transform of S. The cannonical norm on A1ppRq is given by }S}A1 � }pS}8.
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Let S P A1ppRq, and pS � Φ P L8pRq. We define,

ΦΩpxq :� 1

2Ω

» Ω

�Ω

Φpt� xqΦptq dt. (4.4.2)

Definition 4.4.2. We define the space A1
cppRq, the space of continuous pseudo-

measures, as the pseudo-measures S P A1ppRq for which

lim
ΩÑ8

1

2Ω

» Ω

�Ω

|pSptq|2 dt � 0. (4.4.3)

This definition is primarily inpsired by Wiener’s thoerem which characterizes

continuous measures, Theorem 4.4.3

Theorem 4.4.3. Let µ be a Radon measure. µ is continuous if and only if

lim
NÑ8

1

2N � 1

Ņ

k��N
|pµpkq|2 � 0. (4.4.4)

Next, we define the Wiener transform of a function Φ P L8pRq. What we will

show in Theorem 4.4.5, is that the distributional derivative of the Wiener transform

of Φ is the Fourier transform of Φ.

Definition 4.4.4. Let Φ P L8pRq and define

wΦ,1pγq � �
»
|t|¡1

Φptq
2πit

e�2πitγ dt, (4.4.5)

and

wΦ,2pγq � �
» 1

�1

Φptq
2πit

pe�2πitγ � 1q dt. (4.4.6)

The Wiener transform of Φ, wΦ is defined to be wΦ � wΦ,1 � wΦ,2.

Theorem 4.4.5. Let S P A1ppRq, and let pS � Φ P L8pRq. Then, wΦ P L1
locpRq and

S is the distributional derivative of wΦ. Moreover, if we define

∆εwΦpγq � 1

2
pwΦpγ � εq � wΦpγ � εqq, (4.4.7)
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then ∆εwΦ P L2ppRq and

{∆εwΦptq � εΦptq sincp2πεtq. (4.4.8)

Proof. First, note that ywΦ,1ptq � Φptq1Rzr�1,1sptq{p2πitq P L2pRq. Thus, by Plancherel’s

theorem, wΦ,1 P L2ppRq. Next, note that close to 0, pe�2πitγ � 1q{p2πitq converges to

e1p0q � 1 and thus wΦ,2 P L8ppRq. We now conclude that wΦ P L2
locppRq � L1

locppRq.
To show that S � w1

Φ, first let pf P C8
c ppRq. By Parseval’s formula and the

definition of distributional derivative we have

w1
Φ,1p pfq � �

»
pRwΦ,1

pf 1pγq � �xwΦ,1, pf 1y � �x}wΦ,1, p pf 1qqy � xΦ, fy. (4.4.9)

Next, by Fubini’s Theorem and the fact that
³pR pf 1pγq dγ � 0 [52] we compute

w1
Φ,2p pfq � �

»
pRwΦ,2pγq pf 1pγq dγ � »pR

» 1

�1

Φptq
2πit

pe�2πitγ � 1q pf 1pγq dt dγ (4.4.10)

�
» 1

�1

»
pR

Φptq
2πit

pe�2πitγ � 1q pf 1pγq dγ dt (4.4.11)

�
» 1

�1

Φptq
»
pR
pf 1pγqe�2πitγ

2πit
dγ dt �

»
�1,1

Φptqfptq dt. (4.4.12)

Combining (4.4.9) and (4.4.12) gives us that w1
Φ � S.

Finally, to show that ∆εwΦ P L2ppRq we formally compute the following:

1

2
pwΦpγ � εq � wΦpγ � εq � �1

2

»
R

Φptq
�pe�2πitpγ�εq � e�2πitpγ�εq

2πit
dt



(4.4.13)

�
»
R

Φptqe
�2πitγ

2πt
� e

2πitε � e�2πitε

2i
dt (4.4.14)

�
»
R
εΦptqsincp2πεtqe�2πitγ dt, (4.4.15)

where the integral in (4.4.15) is understood in the L2pRq Fourier transform sense.

Specifically, εΦptq sincp2πtεq P L2pRq and so ∆εwΦ P L2ppRq and its Fourier transform

is εΦptqsincp2πεtq.
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Theorem 4.4.6 (Wiener-Plancharel). Let S P A1ppRq and pS � Φ P L8pRq. Then

S P A1
�ppRq if and only if,

lim
ΩÑ8

1

2Ω

» Ω

�Ω

Φpt� xqΦptq dt � lim
εÑ0

2

ε

»
pR |∆εsΦpγq|2e�2πiγx dγ. (4.4.16)

We now turn to trying to define a CAZAC property using the mean autocorre-

lation. We begin first by defining the zero autocorrelation property using the mean

autocorrelation function.

Definition 4.4.7.

(a) Let Φ P L8pRq. We say that pΦ P A1
�ppRq � A1ppRq if RT pΦq converges in the

weak-� topology.

(b) Φ P L8pRq is said to have zero mean autocorrelation if pΦ P A1
�ppRq and ΦΩ Ñ 0

in weak-�.

Lemma 4.4.8 is a useful lemma for establishing a sufficient condition under

which Φ will have the zero mean autocorrelation property, i.e. Theorem 4.4.9.

Lemma 4.4.8. Suppose tfnu � L8pRq is uniformly bounded by K and tfnu Ñ f

almost everywhere. Then, fn converges to f in the weak-� topology.

Proof. Fix g P L1pRq. Our goal is to show that pfn � fqrgs Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8.

Fix ε ¡ 0. By the monotone convergence theorem, there exists an N such that if

E � r�N,N s, then »
Ec
|g| dt   ε

3pK � }f}8q .
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Furthermore, there exists δ ¡ 0 such that if µpAq   δ, then

»
A

|g| dt   ε

3pK � }f}8q .

By Egorov’s Theorem there exists another set F � E such that fn Ñ f converges

uniformly on F , and µpEzF q   δ. In particular, there exists M so that for n ¡ M ,

}fn � f}L8pF q ¤ ε{p3}g}L1pF qq. Thus,����»
R
pfn � fqg dt

���� � ����»
F

pfn � fqg dt�
»
EzF
pfn � fqg dt�

»
Ec
pfn � fqg dt

����
¤
����»
F

pfn � fqg dt
����� ����»

EzF
pfn � fqg dt

����� ����»
Ec
pfn � fqg dt

����
¤ }fn � f}L8pF q}g}L1pF q � }fn � f}L8pFzEq}g}L1pFzEq � }fn � f}L8pEcq}g}L1pEcq

¤ ε{3� ε{3� ε{3 � ε. (4.4.17)

Theorem 4.4.9. Let Φ P L8pRq. Suppose RT pΦq converges pointwise almost ev-

erywhere, and suppose pΦ P A1ppRq X L8ppRq. Then, the ZAC property holds for Φ.

Proof. By Lemma 4.4.8, we have that pΦ P A1
�ppRq. Thus, by Theorem 4.4.6, we

have that RpΦq is the Fourier transform of lim
εÑ0

2

ε
|∆εsΦ|2. We compute,

|∆εsΦpγq|2 �
����ε »

R
Φptqe�2πitγsincp2πtεq dt

����2 � ���� 1

2π

» γ�πε
γ�πε

pΦpωq dω����2

¤
�

1

2π

» γ�πε
γ�πε

|pΦpωq| dω
2

¤ }pΦ}2
8ε

2.

Thus,

lim
εÑ0

2

ε
|∆εsΦpγq| ¤ lim

εÑ0

2

ε
� }pΦ}2

8ε
2 � 0,

and we have that µΦ must be the zero measure. It then follows that the weak-�

limit of RT pΦq must be the zero function.
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Next, we show that Φptqe�2πit2 has the zero mean autocorrelation property.

Proposition 4.4.10. Let Φptq � e�2πit2. Then, Φ has the zero mean autocorrelation

property.

Proof. This follows from elementary computation:

lim
ΩÑ8

» Ω

�Ω

Φpt� xqΦptq dt � lim
ΩÑ8

1

2Ω

» Ω

�Ω

e�2πipt�xq2e2πit2 dt (4.4.18)

� lim
ΩÑ8

1

2Ω

» Ω

�Ω

e�2πip2tx�x2q dt (4.4.19)

� lim
ΩÑ8

e�2πix2

2Ω
� e

�4πitx

�4πix

���Ω
�Ω

(4.4.20)

� lim
ΩÑ8

e�2πix2pe�4πiΩx � e4πiΩxq
�8πiΩx

(4.4.21)

� 0.

If Φptq � e�2πit2 , then we have seen that pΦpγq P L8ppRq and pΦpγq � eπiγ
2{2.

Thus, in view of Proposition 4.4.10 and Theorem 4.4.9, it is tempting to define

constant amplitude to be the natural definition of constant amplitude if |Φ| � 1

almost everywhere and see if a property along the lines of Φ is CAZAC if and only

if pΦ is CAZAC can be proven. However, the following computations will show this

is not the case.

Lemma 4.4.11. Let Φ P L1pRqXL8pRq. Then, Φ has the zero mean autocorrelation

property.

Proof. This follows immediately using Hölder’s inequality:

lim
ΩÑ8

1

2Ω

����» Ω

�Ω

Φpt� xqΦptq dt
���� ¤ lim

ΩÑ8
}Φ}8}Φ}1

2Ω
� 0. (4.4.22)
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Note as well that if Φ P L1pRq X L8pRq, then pΦ P AppRq X A1ppRq. Since

AppRq � C0ppRq � L8ppRq, we have that pΦ P A1ppRq X L8ppRq. Thus, we can also

arrive at the same conclusion using Theorem 4.4.9. We can now see that the Fourier

transform of Φ P L8pRq being constant amplitude will not be a necessary property

for showing Φ has the zero mean autocorrelation property.

Two things still remain unclear: How do we define an appropriate version of

the constant amplitude property? The example Φptq � e�2πit2 � 1r�1{2,1{2qptq is a

case where both Φ and pΦ have the zero mean autocorrelation property but neither

is constant amplitude. Since 1r�1{2,1{2qptq and its Fourier transform sincpπγq go to

zero at infinity. It is tempting to define a mean constant amplitude property by

asking for convergence to a non-zero value at infinity, but this is also does not work

well if we replace 1r�1{2,1{2qptq with a function that is also in L1pRq X L8pRq but

does not converge at infinity such as

Φptq �
8̧

k�1

1rk,k�2�kqptq. (4.4.23)

One key property to note though is that if Φptq � e�2πit2 , then pΦ R A1
cppRq and so it

seems that perhaps non-continuous pseudo-measures are the key.

The other question that remains is: What are necessary and sufficient condi-

tions for pΦ P A1ppRq to be in L8ppRq. Can the mean autocorrelation of Φ be used

to establish these conditions? The main thing to hope for is that zero mean auto-

correlation is sufficient, and there the results of this section imply that it may be

possible.
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Chapter 5: Single Pixel Camera Imaging

5.1 The Single Pixel Camera

A modern consumer camera typically contains a single charge-coupled device

(CCD) or complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensor that captures

light on a regular grid of picture elements, called pixels. The intensity of light falling

on each individual pixel is translated into a numerical value, and theses quantities

are in turn processed to render an image.

A Bayer color filter array (CFA) [53] is typically used on the surface of the

sensor to obtain red, green, and blue color light sample values at specific pixel

locations. The processing of scenes captured with a Bayer CFA require the extra

processing step of demosaicing to produce full color images, as opposed to the simpler

case of processing grayscale images.

In today’s age of megapixel cameras, we can cheaply manufacture a sensor

with millions of pixels that is sensitive to the visible light spectrum. Problems arise

when we desire similar resolutions for light spectra where the sensors are much more

expensive, e.g. infrared or ultra-violet sensors.

Richard G. Baraniuk et al. describe in [54] a single-pixel camera using a digital

micromirror device (DMD) and compressed sensing techniques to produce grayscale
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images. The goal of this brief chapter is to describe an experimental design of an

approach that uses a liquid crystal display (LCD) instead of a DMD to implement

a single-pixel camera. One of the reasons for this idea is that this design completely

linearizes the transmission of light within the device.

The idea is to simulate a pixel grid with an LCD filter and “sum up” the

resulting light that comes through it with only a single-pixel light sensor. One

hopes that if this is performed correctly, we can obtain a resolution equal to that

of the LCD dislplay, with reasonable quality, but at a cheaper cost since we require

only a single-pixel sensor.
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5.2 Compressed Sensing and the Single Pixel Camera

Figure 5.2.1: Physical experimental design. Photo modified from an original pro-

vided courtesy of David Bowen, Laboratory for Physical Sciences.

The experimental design that we use is outlined in Figure 5.2.1. Ambient light

reflects off the target and passes through the front lens. This lens focuses the light

into a beam which is directed at an LCD. The LCD is a grid of squares, say 1024 by

768, which are equivalent to pixels in a sensor. Each square can be switched on or

off. This either allows light to pass through, or not, said square, respectively. The

total admitted light is captured by the back lens, which then concentrates the light

into a single-pixel CCD or CMOS sensor. This sensor counts the incoming photons

and gives out a corresponding output voltage, which can be measured.

To model this mathematically, first we can imagine our image as a function

f : Ω Ñ R, where Ω � R2 can be thought of as the plane containing the image

to be captured and the output fpxq can be thought of as the intensity of light per
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surface unit at point x P Ω. We can then discretize the image by splitting it into a

rectangular grid of size m � n, where each rectangle corresponds to a single image

pixel. We determine the value of light intensity at pixel pi, jq by computing the

integral

vi,j �
»
Qi,j

fpxq dx,

where Qi,j � Ω is the square on the image that corresponds to pixel pi, jq. In

other words, vi,j is the light intensity of the image at square Qi,j, which is the

image sample value associated to pixel pi, jq. The LCD can be modeled as a vector

p � pp0, p1, . . . , pmn�1qT of length mn, where each entry pk is either 0 or 1. An

entry pk � 1 corresponds to letting the light from Qi,j pass through, and pk � 0

corresponds to blocking it. Note that we have implicitly defined a bijection pi, jq Ø

veck, where vec maps the coordinates pi, jq to their corresponding position k in p.

The sensor at the end captures the total light intensity of all the image squares that

were not blocked by mask p. Its value is given by the sum,

yp �
m�1̧

i�0

n�1̧

j�0

vi,jpvecpi,jq. (5.2.1)

It is easy to see from Equation (5.2.1) that if we set pvecp0,0q � 1, and pvecpi,jq � 0

for i, j � 0, then yp � v0,0. Making a similar arrangement for all possible coordinate

pairs pi, jq we can construct mn vectors p that allow us to recover all mn values

tvi,ju necessary to recover the discretized image implied by f when using an m� n

LCD. However, this is not very efficient. We can do much better than this.

With a slight adjustment to the formulation given, our experimental setup fits

into the framework of compressed sensing [55]. The overall goal is to take K ! mn
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measurements and still recover the discretized image described by the set of values

tvi,ju. We organize tvi,ju into a vector v P RM , where M � mn, utilizing the

bijection vec, by setting v � pv0, v1, . . . , vmn�1qT, where vk � vi,j if and only if

k � vecpi, jq. Then we can write Equation (5.2.1) as the inner product

yp � xp,vy.

We repeat this process to collect K samples typlu, with K distinct tplu sampling

masks, each corresponding to a different LCD configuration. We write in condensed

form all K measurements in matrix notation

y � PTv,

where P � pp0 p1 . . . pK�1q is the measurement matrix formed with the K column

vectors tplu corresponding each to a different LCD configuration.

Finally, if there is a basis or frame A P RM�N , with M ¤ N , where image v

has a sparse representation, then we can formulate the problem of reconstructing v

as a compressed sensing problem:

Given y P RK , P P RM�K , and ε ¡ 0, find x� P RN solving

min
xPRN

}x}0, subject to
��y �PTAx

��
2
  ε, (5.2.2)

where }x}0 � #txi : xi � 0, x � px0, x1, . . . , xN�1qTu.

If image v is ε ¡ 0 close to a sparse representation in the basis or frame A with

at most s nonzero elements, then the theory of compressed sensing can guarantee

that we can find a solution x� to problem (5.2.2) provided K � Ops logpN{sqq.
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Algorithms for finding such minimizing x� include the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit

(OMP) algorithm [56,57], for example.

With this framework in mind, there are several questions that need to be

answered. What P can we use to obtain a good reconstruction of the original image

v? Similarly, what basis or frame matrix A will lead to good results? Suitable

candidates include the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) or a wavelet basis tailored

for image processing, but these topics need to be explored further. Also, what values

of K and ε are good choices?

Let Φ P RK�N . Thinking of Φ as PTA, then the goal is to figure out what

conditions we need on Φ to reconstruct our picture and what algorithms to use. To

start, we try to solve the following problem,

min
xPRN

}x}0, subject to Φx � y. (5.2.3)

This is different than solving problem (5.2.2) in that this seeks exact solutions,

ignores noise, and doesn’t take into account that computers introduce round-off

errors. This problem is easier to treat mathematically, but we will discuss relaxations

of (5.2.3) to allow for errors. There are many excellent resources for an introduction

to the theory of compressed sensing, but the remainder of this exposition is from an

SIAM review article of Bruckstein, Donoho, and Elad [14]. To attack this problem,

the first key property is known as the spark of matrix Φ.

Definition 5.2.1. The spark of a matrix Φ is the smallest number of column vectors

of Φ needed to obtain a linearly dependent set.

The spark of a matrix gives a simple criterion for uniqueness of a sparse solution
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to Φx � y. The idea is that a vector x in the null-space of Φ must satisfy }x}0 ¥

sparkpΦq. Using this, we get the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2.2. If a system of linear equations Φx � y has a solution x obeying

}x}0   sparkpΦq{2, then this solution is necessarily the sparest possible solution.

There is a large computational difficulty in computing the spark of a matrix.

This stems from the fact that computing the spark of a matrix would involve a

combinatorial search over all possible subsets of columns of Φ, which would require

at worst, 2N checks. One way to circumvent this is to look at the mutual coherence

of the matrix Φ.

Definition 5.2.3. Let Φ P RK�N and denote the i-th column of Φ as φi. The

mutual coherence of Φ is given by

µpΦq � max
1¤i,j¤N,i�j

|xφi, φjy|
}φi}2}φj}2

.

It is known that for full-rank matrices of size K �N , the mutual coherence is

bounded below by

µ ¥
d

N �K

KpN � 1q .

The mutual coherence is much easier to compute than the spark, and the following

theorem gives us that the mutual coherence is a lower bound for the spark of a

matrix.

Theorem 5.2.4. For any matrix Φ P RK�N , the following relationship holds,

sparkpΦq ¥ 1� 1

µpΦq .
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In particular, we can combine this with Theorem 5.2.2, and obtain the follow-

ing,

Theorem 5.2.5. If a system of linear equations Φx � y has a solution x obeying

}x}0   1

2

�
1� 1

µpΦq


,

then this solution is necessarily the sparest possible.

As previously mentioned, one of the algorithms which can solve this problem

is known as the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP). This algorithm is detailed

beginning on the next page. If the desired solution x meets the same sparsity

requirements as Theorem 5.2.5, then the following theorem states that OMP will

always find this solution.

Theorem 5.2.6. For a system of linear equations Φx � y (Φ P RK�N full-rank), if

a solution x exists obeying

}x}0   1

2

�
1� 1

µpΦq


,

then OMP run with threshold parameter ε � 0 is guaranteed to find it exactly.
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Orthogonal Matching Pursuit Algorithm

Task: Approximate the solution of (5.2.3): minx }x}0 subject to Φx � y.

Parameters: We are given Φ, y, and the error threshold, ε0.

Initialization: Initialize k � 0 and set:

• The initial solution x0 � 0.

• The initial residue: r0 � y � Φx � y.

• The initial solution support: S0 � supppx0q � H.

Main Iteration: Increment k by 1 and peform the following:

• Sweep: Compute the errors εpjq � minzj }φjzj � rk�1}2
2 for all j using the

optimal choice z�j � φTj rk�1{}φj}2
2.

• Update Support: Find a minimizer j0 of εpjq : @j R Sk�1, εpj0q ¤ εpjq and

update Sk � Sk�1 Y tj0u.

• Update Provisional Solution: Compute xk, the minimizer of }Φx � y}2
2

subject to supppxq � Sk.

• Update Residual: Compute rk � y � Φxk.

• If }rk}2   ε0, then stop. Otherwise, apply another iteration.

Output: The proposed solution xk is obtained after k iterations.
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We now turn to the problem of allowing error or noise in our setup. To be

specific, we wish to solve

min
xPRN

}x}0, subject to }Φx� y}2   ε. (5.2.4)

With regards to the OMP algorithm, this simply corresponds to running the OMP

algorithm with ε0 ¡ 0 as the stopping parameter. Since this leads to an earlier

stopping time, this will necessarily lead to a solution at least as sparse as it would

find for an exact solution. We also have the following stability result:

Theorem 5.2.7. Consider the problem (5.2.4). Suppose a sparse vector x P RN

satisfies the sparsity constraint }x0}0   1
2
p1� 1{µpΦqq and gives a representation of

y to within error tolerance ε (that is, }y�Φx0}2 ¤ ε). Every solution xε0 to (5.2.4)

must obey

}xε0 � x0}2
2 ¤

4ε2

1� µpAqp2}x0}0 � 1q . (5.2.5)
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5.3 Super-resolution and mosaicing

This final section is a small glipse of the work in progress with Alfredo Nava-

Tudela, John Benedetto, and Dave Bowen of the Universty of Maryland Laboratory

for the Physical Sciences. As this is all a work in progress, it is hard to capture and

quantify all of the plans we have for this project, but this sections serves as a small

highlight of the possible avenues we can pursue.

With regards to multiple image super-resolution, one question which arises is:

Given two sets of evenly spaced points on R, t0, a1, � � � , aMu and t0, b1, � � � , bNu, can

we construct a new set of evenly spaced points t0, c1, � � � , cN 1u where the original

two sets are subsets? This question is a 1-dimensional version of trying to align two

images where one of them is a sub-pixel shift of the other that also possibly has

warping. Unfortunately, the answer to the question as is, is no. If we combine the

sets of ai and bj into a new increasing sequene t0, x1, x2, � � � , xM�Nu, then if there

was a lattice containing both there would be a d such that md � x1 and nd � x2,

where m and n are positive integers. Thus,

d � c1

m
� c2

n
ùñ m

n
� c1

c2

.

However, if c1 P RzQ and c2 P Q, this creates a contradiction as the left side is

rational and the right side is not.

Digital computer images are comprised of three color channels arranged into

layers: red, green, and blue. With this setup, a digital camera needs to capture the

red, green, and blue color information from the incoming light at each pixel. This
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requires a prism to seperate the light into the desired components and a sensor for

each of the three channels. In order to cut costs, one would like to reduce the number

of sensors per pixel but still be able to represent the image with a reasonable level of

quality. To accomplish this, cheaper digital cameras are designed with a filter that

lets in color information for only one of the three channels per pixel, but arranges

which color each pixel admits in specific patterns. This technique is known as

mosaicing and the arrangement of color filters used is known as a color filter array.

The most commonly used color filter array is known as the Bayer filter. The Bayer

filter is illustrated with Figure 5.3.1. The result is an image which has incomplete

color information in each of the three channels, as illustrated by Figure 5.3.2.

Figure 5.3.1: RGB arrangement of the Bayer color filter.

Figure 5.3.2: The RGB componenets of the Bayer color filter seperated.

Note that in the Bayer filter, the pixels tagged with a green color filter comprise

50% of the pixels while the red and the blue channels only comprise 25% of the
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pixels each. This is because humans are more sensitive to some colors than others.

In particular, humans are more sensitive to green than other colors, and so the green

light has the largest weight in our perception of how bright or dark an image is. The

Bayer color filter leverages this phenomena and takes in more green information since

it also doubles as strong luminosity information.

The processing of creating the full image from the mosaic of filtered color

information can be seen as a super-resolution problem in the sense that we can view

the incomplete color channels as multiple low resolution images which we wish to

merge into one higher resolution image. We wish to accomplish this task using the

algorithm outlined by Alfredo Nava-Tudela in [58]. The algorithm seeks to restore an

image which have some pixels where the information is either missing or corrupted.

The algorithm assumes that the locations of bad pixels are known. The process of

improving the resolution of multiple low resolution images can be done by taking

the low resolution image, placing it on a higher resolution grid, and filling in the

missing pixel gaps. As such, it seems suitable to apply Nava-Tudela’s algorithm to

accomplish reversing mosaicing via super-resolution.
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